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Abstract: This paper presents a new single-hidden-layer neural-network (SHL NN)-
based adaptive input-output feedback linearization control (IOFLC) to handle the
flux and speed tracking problems of the induction motor (IM) subjected to unknown
parametric uncertainty, modelling errors and external load disturbances. In this ap-
proach, we first apply the IOFLC to divide the IM dynamics into two decoupled
subsystems. The resulted controller is then augmented via an on-line SHL NN in
order to overcome effects of both the neglected dynamics and the modeling errors.
The NN is lunched over input-output signals of the controlled system. The adap-
tive laws augmented using NN parameters are expressed in terms of the estimated
tracking error dynamics of the nominal systems. Of main interest, Lyapunov’s direct
method is involved to exhibit the ultimate boundedness of the error signals. Com-
puter simulations are presented to emphasize the practical potential of the proposed
approach.
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1 Introduction

The IMs are widely used as electromechanical actuators due to their being rugged, free of
maintenance, low cost and generally less expensive than other electrical machines [2, 5].
These motors have been utilized for more and more extensive industrial applications
such as electric railways and robots, where advanced dynamic performance is claimed.
However, the IM considered as a multivariable system has such characteristics as high-
coupling and high nonlinearity, which implies that it is very difficult to control.

In the past two decades, trajectory tracking control of the IM systems has been amply
studied due to the exigency of high performance in the context of excellent tracking accu-
racy, rejection of both structured (external disturbances) and unstructured uncertainties
(parameter variations and unmodelled dynamics) [2]. For that purpose, the field-oriented
control (FOC) scheme will be applied for the IM nonlinear system so as to achieve similar
performance characteristics of a separately excited DC motor, such fast, precise tracking,
which makes the control task easy [5]. However, some drawbacks such as the coupling
between speed and flux and unmodelled dynamics subjugate thoughtful constraints for
the FOC and effect the performance speed tracking accuracy. Further, since unknown
parametric uncertainties often exist in IM dynamics and they are source of instability, it
is meaningful to consider control problems of the corresponding nonlinear IM model [2,5].

Nowadays, practical issues narrow down the choice and give a significant advantage
to the input-output feedback linearization control (IOFLC) that is among the most pow-
erful techniques to perform an exact decoupling between both speed and flux dynamics,
and higher power efficiency [12]. Furthermore, with the developments of nonlinear con-
trol theory and methods (sliding-mode control [14,18], backstepping approach [7,16], and
nonlinear feedback linearization control [5,8,17]), the control of IMs subjected to uncer-
tainties has become an important research topic. Specifically, substantial attention has
been focused on the use of SHL NN in the system modelling and control applications due
to their advantageous features including high potential to identify nonlinear behaviors,
powerful nonlinear mapping between inputs and outputs without faithful knowledge of
the system model [20].

Moreover, the adaptive control results motivate researchers to find new structures that
do not rely on completely knowing the system nonlinearities by using approximation
property of NNs and fuzzy logic approximators [4, 9, 19]. The author in [13] presents
a new adaptive controller which rules out the effect of uncertainties in order to achieve
precise position-tracking performance of IMs using a radial basis function neural network
(RBF NN). In [6], the authors develop a new adaptive backstepping controller of a
nonlinear IM that achieves global asymptotic speed tracking for the full-order, despite
the uncertainty in rotor resistance and external disturbance (load torque). The work
presented in [16] deals the tracking control problem of IMs subject to disturbances in
practical applications, in which both fuzzy logic control scheme is involved to identify the
term of nonlinearities and an adaptive backstepping method is employed to elaborate an
adaptive term that eliminates theses nonlinarities. An adaptive fuzzy vector controller
(AFVC) is established in the paper [10] to cover the speed and torque tracking problem
of a doubly-fed IM, in which the control conception is carried thanks to an appropriate
backstepping method that ensures inherently the stability of the control system.

Motivated by the aforesaid discussion, we propose to combine SHL NNs that show
strong potentials in approximating uncertainties, with the IOFLC methodology in order
to originate a variety of control schemes within the context of NN-based adaptive input-
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output feedback control, which can be extended for an extensive class of nonlinear systems
with unmodeled dynamics. The elaborated controller takes on dynamic compensator to
stabilize the linearized system. Note that the vector that contains the measured tracking
error and compensator states is exploited to adapt the NN weights. The input vector
to the NN is composed of input/output data, and the adaptive terms adjust on-line
for high nonlinearities using nonlinearly parameterized SHL NN. The stability analysis
is presented in order to both build the NN adaptation law using only unappropriated
measurement as a training signal, and reveal boundedness of all the error signals of the
controlled system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The IM model and problem statement
are presented in Section 2. Section 3 contains the FOC and IOFLC. NN augmentation
and the design control for the IM are detailed in Section 4. Section 5 describes the SHL
NN implementation. The stability analysis is detailed in Section 6. The effectiveness of
the proposed IM control system is demonstrated through simulation results in Section 7.

2 Induction Motor Modeling and Problem Statement

2.1 Mathematical model of the IM

The IM is represented by the model [12]

dw

dt
=
npLm
JLr

(
isbψra − isaψrb

)
− f

J
w − τL

J
,

dψra
dt

= −Rr
Lr
ψra − npwψrb +

Rr
Lr
Lmisa,

dψrb
dt

= npwψra −
Rr
Lr
ψrb +

Rr
Lr
Lmisb,

disa
dt

=
LmRr
σLsL2

r

ψra +
npLm
σLsLr

wψrb −
(
L2
mRr + L2

rRs
σLsL2

r

)
isa +

1

σLs
usa,

disb
dt

= − npLm
σLsLr

wψra +
LmRr
σLsL2

r

ψrb −
(
L2
mRr + L2

rRs
σLsL2

r

)
isb +

1

σLs
usb.

(1)

Notice that i, ψ, us denote current, flux linkage and stator voltage input to the machine.
The variable w denotes the speed of the rotor, while θ is the rotor position. Lr, Ls,
and Lm denote the rotor, stator, and mutual inductances, Rr and Rs are the rotor and
stator resistances, J is the rotor’s moment of inertia, f denotes the coefficient of viscous
friction, τL is the load torque, and np is the number of pole pairs; the subscripts “s”
and “r” stand for the stator and rotor; (a, b) represent vector components with respect
to a fixed stator reference frame in which σ = 1−L2

m/(LsLr). From now on we will skip
the subscripts “r” and “s” since we will only utilize the state variables of rotor fluxes
(ψra, ψrb) and stator currents (isa, isb).

Let x = (w,ψa, ψb, ia, ib)
T be the state vector, and

p = (δ1, δ2, δ3)T = (τL − τLN , Rr −RrN , Rs −RsN )T (2)

be the unknown parameter deviations from the nominal values τLN , RrN and RsN of the
load torque τL, rotor resistance Rr and stator resistance Rs. However, τL is typically
unknown, whereas Rr and Rs may have a range of variations of ±100% around their
nominal values due to ohmic heating. Let u = (ua, ub)

T be the control vector. Let α =
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RrN/Lr, β = Lm/(σLsLr), γ = (L2
mRrN/σLsL

2
r) + (RsN/σLs), µ = npLm/(JLr), G =

(σLs), be a reparameterization of the IM model, where α, β, γ, µ, G are known parameters
depending on the nominal values RrN and RsN . System (1) can be reformulated in
compact form as

ẋ = f(x) + uaga + ubgb + δ1f1(x) + δ2f2(x) + δ3f3(x), (3)

where the vector fields f, ga, gb, f1, f2, f3 are

f(x) =



µ
(
ibψa − iaψb

)
− f

J
w − τLN

J
,

− αψa − npwψb + αLmia,

npwψa − αψb + αLmib,

αβψa + npβwψb − γia,
− npβwψa + αβψb − γib.


, f1(x) =



− 1

J
0

0

0

0


,

f2(x) =



0

− 1

Lr
ψa +

Lm
Lr

ia

− 1

Lr
ψb +

Lm
Lr

ib

Lm
σLsL2

r

ψa −
L2
m

σLsL2
r

ia

Lm
σLsL2

r

ψb −
L2
m

σLsL2
r

ib


, f3(x) =



0

0

0

− 1

G

− 1

G


, ga =



0

0

0

1

G
0


, gb =



0

0

0

0

1

G


.

2.2 Control problem statement

This paper focuses on the study of tracking control ((w → w∗) and (ψd =
√
ψra + ψrb →

ψ∗d)) for the field-oriented IM subject to external disturbances (load torque) and param-
eter uncertainties. For that matter, we contribute to develop an adaptive input-output
feedback linearization technique to elaborate controllers in which SHL NNs are used to
approximate terms of nonlinearity.

3 Field-Oriented and Input Output Linearization Control

3.1 Conventional field-oriented control

The control objective is to conceive a controller in which the stator voltages are choosen to
adjust the torque, speed and/or position of the motor. To achieve the field-oriented con-
trol, we perform the transformation of the vectors (ia, ib) and (ψa, ψb) in the fixed stator
frame (a, b) into vectors in a frame (d, q) which rotate along with the flux vector((ψa, ψb)).
Therefore, the stator phase currents and voltages are then expressed in this new coordi-
nates as follows [7][

id
iq

]
=

[
cos ρ sin ρ
− sin ρ cos ρ

] [
isa
isb

]
,

[
ud
uq

]
=

[
cos ρ sin ρ
− sin ρ cos ρ

] [
usa
usb

]
in which we define (ρ = arctan

(
ψb

ψa

)
), where ψd and ρ are just ”polar coordinates” for

the ordered pair(ψa, ψb). The term ”field-oriented” affects this new rotating coordinate
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system in which the angular position is ρ so that ψq ≡ 0, and id and iq are called the
direct and quadrature currents, ud and uq are called the direct and quadrature voltages,
respectively.

When we refer to the fixed stator (d, q) reference frame, the electromagnetic dynamic
model of the induction motor can be developed yielding

dw

dt
= µψdiq −

f

J
w − τL

J
,

dψd
dt

= −αψd + αLmid,

did
dt

= −γid + αβψd + npwiq + αLm
i2q
ψd

+
1

G
ud,

diq
dt

= −γiq − βnpwψd − npwid − αLm
idiq
ψd

+
1

G
uq,

dρ

dt
= npw + αLm

iq
ψd
.

(4)

Now, it is clear that the electromagnetic torque τe = Jµψdiq is just proportional to
the product of two state variables ψd and iq. Unfortunately, in the state space model of
the IM presented in (4), differential equations for id and iq nevertheless include plenty
high nonlinearities. For that, one possibility to make simpler these dynamics is to involve
the nonlinear state feedback control[

ud
uq

]
= G

[
γid − αβψd − npwiq − αLm

i2q
ψd

+ vd

γiq + βnpwψd + npwid + αLm
idiq
ψd

+ vq

]
. (5)

Then, the resulting closed-loop IM system is written as

dw

dt
= µψdiq −

f

J
w − τL

J
,

diq
dt

= vq,

dψd
dt

= −αψd + αLmid,

did
dt

= vd,

dρ

dt
= npw + αLm

iq
ψd
,

(6)

where ψd(t) and w(t) are output signals of the IM that will be controlled to achieve the
tracking accuracy.

3.2 Input-output linearization control

In the above FOC scheme, the speed w and flux ψd are only asymptotically decoupled.
Consequently, the speed is linearly related to iq only after ψd is constant. However,
field weakening (i.e., decreasing ψd) is necessary for high speeds so as not to saturate
the stator voltages. Since field-weakening depends on speed, the dynamics of ψd may
interfere with the dynamics of w, especially when the speed varies rapidly [12].
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As a solution to the presented problem, we suggest to introduce an input-output
linearization controller that will be designed for the full order (voltage command) system
model (6). Specifically, the transformation (η = µψdiq, ψd = ψd, ξ = −αψd + αLmid) is
introduced for (6), resulting in 

dw

dt
= η − f

J
w − τL

J
,

dη

dt
= µξiq + (µψd)vq,

dψd
dt

= ξ,

dξ

dt
= −αξ + (αLm)vd,

dρ

dt
= npw + αLm

η

µψ2
d

,

(7)

in which vd and vq are two new inputs, the application of the feedback
vd =

ξ

Lm
+

vd
αLm

,

vq = −µξiq
µψd

+
vq
µψd

(8)

results in the input-output linearized system

dw

dt
= η − f

J
w − τL

J
,

dη

dt
= vq + δq,

dψd
dt

= ξ,

dξ

dt
= vd + δd,

dρ

dt
= npw + αLm

µη

ψ2
d

,

(9)

where both δd and δq denote inversion errors. To explain, assuming that all parametric
uncertainties terms for each subsystem are an error signal δi (δd and δq)), we take into
account the motor parameters Rr and Rs that can vary appreciably due to the Ohmic
heating while the magnetic saturation can cause variations of Lr and Ls [6].

It is clear that the system (9) is linear from the inputs vd, vq to the outputs w,ψd.
Consequently, the IM dynamics has a straightforward structure since the conceived con-
troller is the input−output linearization controller. However, since the designed controller
relies completely on the exact values of the IM parameters with total knowledge of the
model, the robustness to parametric uncertainty cannot be ensured. Much work in the
literature on robust control have been consecrated to handle such problems. The authors
in [8,15] developed an adaptive output feedback controller augmented via a SHL NN for
highly complex nonlinear systems to eliminate the effect of unknown variations in plant
parameters and structure that can be unknown but bounded, and provided the stability
analysis of the closed loop system using the Lyapunov method.
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In the present paper, taking the advantage that the flux dynamics is decoupled from
the speed dynamics after IOFLC, and inspired by the control ideas in [8,15] that exploit
SHL NNs for their approximation ability, we aim to develop a control law that augments
the IOFLC scheme by only SHL NNs to sensibly approximate the uncertainties existing
in the IM.

4 Adaptive Controller Design

4.1 Control design

Taking advantage from the fact that the IM dynamics (9) is divided into two linear
subsystems, we contribute to synthesize adaptive control laws augmented via NN that
utilize the available measurements (ψd and w) so that the outputs (ψd(t) and w(t)) track
smooth bounded reference trajectories (ψ∗d(t) and w∗), respectively, with bounded error.
That is, the first four equations of (9) may be written as two decoupled linear subsystems,
flux dynamics 

dψd
dt

= ξ,

dξ

dt
= vd + δd

(10)

and speed dynamics 
dw

dt
= η − f

J
w − τL

J
,

dη

dt
= vq + δq,

(11)

where vd and vq are the inputs chosen to force the linear systems (10) and (11) to track
a given reference trajectories ψ∗d and w∗(t), respectively.

Note that both flux and speed subsystems are partially known, and their outputs ψd
and w have relative degrees equal to 2. Therefore, the output dynamics (yd = ψd) and
(yq = w) given by (10) and (11), respectively, will be reformulated as{

y
(2)
d = ψ̈d = vd + δd,

y(2)
q = ẅ = vq + δq,

(12)

on suggest exploit SHL NNs for their efficiency and ease of implementation in order to
deal with the effect of uncertainties (δ). Therefore, the control strategy will be improved
by adding adaptive neural network components uad, uaq in the expressions of the control
laws vd, vq in order to identify nonlinearities δd and δq, respectively. The global block
diagram of the designed control scheme is illustrated in Figure (1).

Consequently, the pseudocontrols vd and vq are chosen to have the form{
vd = ψ̈∗d +Dcd − uad,
vq = ẅ∗ +Dcq − uaq,

(13)

where y
(r)
c = (ψ̈∗d, ẅ

∗) are the second derivatives (r = 2) of the input signals generated
by the stable command filters, Dcd and Dcq denote outputs of the linear dynamic com-
pensators, uad and uaq represent the adaptive control signals designed to overcome δd
and δq, respectively.
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Figure 1: Adaptive inpout-output feedback linearization controller-based SHL NN architecture.

With (13), the dynamics in (12) reduce to{
y

(2)
d = ψ̈d = ψ̈∗d +Dcd − uad + δd,

y(2)
q = ẅ = ẅ∗ +Dcq − uaq + δq.

(14)

Accordingly, one challenge is to design adaptive input-output feedback linearization
controllers, whose adaptive terms uad and uaq adjust on-line for unknown nonlinearities
δd and δq using nonlinearly parameterized SHL NNs for the flux and speed subsystems,
respectively.

Consequently, with (14), the two subsystems (10) and (11) can be rewritten, respec-
tively, as in (15) and (16) 

dψd
dt

= ξ,

dξ

dt
= ψ̈∗d +Dcd − uad + δd,

(15)


dw

dt
= η − f

J
w − τL

J
,

dη

dt
= ẅ∗ +Dcq − uaq + δq.

(16)

The two subsystems are almost identical, for the rest of the paper we will treat only
the dynamics of the flux subsystem to simplify writing

dψd
dt

= ξ,

dξ

dt
= ψ̈∗d +Dcd − uad + δd.

(17)
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4.2 Design of the dynamic compensator and error dynamics

The output tracking errors is defined as (ψ̃d = ψ∗d −ψd). Then the dynamics in (14) can
be rewritten as

¨̃
ψd = −Dcd + uad − δd. (18)

The following linear compensator is introduced to stabilize the dynamics in the ideal
case (δd = 0, uad = 0) {

η̇d = αdηd + βdψ̃d,

Dcd = χdηd + %dψ̃d,
(19)

where ηd needs to be at least of dimension (r− 1 = 1) [1,3,11], while the gains αd, βd, χd
and %d should be designed such that A is Hurwitz.

Notice that the tracking error dynamics is formed from the combination of the vector

ed = [ψ̃d
˙̃
ψd]

T mutually with the compensator state ηd{
Ėd = AEd + b[uad − δd],
zd = CEd,

(20)

where Ed = [eTd ηTd ]T , A =

[
A− %dbc −bχd
βdc αd

]
, b =

[
b
0

]
, c =

[
c 0
0 I

]
, A =[

0 1
0 0

]
, b =

[
0
1

]
, c =

[
1
0

]T
, and zd is the vector of available measurements.

4.3 Design and analysis of an observer for the error dynamics

A minimal-order observer of dimension (r − 1 = 1) may be designed for the dynamics
in (20). However, to streamline the subsequent stability analysis, in what follows, we
consider the case of a full-order observer of dimension (2r − 1 = 3) [4, 15,21].

To this end, consider the following linear observer for the tracking error dynamics in
(20): { ˙̂

Ed = AÊd +K(zd − ẑd),

ẑd = CÊd,
(21)

where K is a gain matrix, and should be chosen such that Ã = (A−KC) is asymptotically

stable. Then, introduce the observer error signal Ẽd = (Êd−Ed) and write the observer
error dynamics { ˙̃

Ed = ÃẼd − b[uad − δd],

z̃d = CẼ,
(22)

where z̃d = (ẑd − zd).
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5 SHL NN Approximation of the Inversion Error

5.1 Neural network approximation

Assume that there exists a neural network with only one single hidden layer that approx-
imates the term of uncertainties δd. This NN has an output given by

yi =

N2∑
j=1

[
mijΦ

( N1∑
k=1

njkxk + θnj

)
+ θmi

]
, x ∈ <N1 , i = 1, ..., N3, (23)

where Φ(.) is an activation function, njk are the first-to-second layer interconnection
weights, mij are the second to third layer interconnection weights, N2 is associated with
the number of neurons in the hidden layer, θnj and θmi denote bias terms.

Theorem 5.1 Given ε∗ > 0, there exists a set of bounded weights Ψ and N such that
the model inversion error δ(x, u) can be approximated over a compact set D ⊂ ΩXR, by
an SHL NN

δ(ξd, vd) = ΨTΦ(NTµd) + ε(d, µd), |ε| < ε∗, (24)

using the input vector

µd(t) = [νTd (t) ψTd (t)]T ∈ D, ‖µd‖ ≤ µ∗d, µ∗d > 0. (25)

5.2 Adaptive element

The output of an SHL NN defines the adaptive signal

uad = Ψ̂TΦ(NTµd) + ε(d, µd), (26)

where Ψ̂ and N̂ are estimates of Ψ and N that are updated as follows:

˙̂
Ψ = −Fd[2(Φ̂− Φ̂′NTµd)Ê

T
d Pb+ kd(Ψ̂−Ψ0)],

˙̂
N = −Gd[2µdÊTd PbΨ̂T Φ̂′ + kd(N̂ −N0)]

(27)

in which Ψ0 is the initial value of Ψ, N0 is the initial value of the hidden layer weights
vector N , Φ̂ = Φ(NTµd), Φ̂′ denotes the Jacobian matrix, P is the solution of the
Lyapunov equation

A
T
P + PA = −Q (28)

for some Q > 0, kd > 0, and Fd, Gd are adaptation gain matrices.
Using (24) and (26), the error dynamics in (20) can be reformulated as{

Ėd = AEd + b[Ψ̂TΦ(N̂Tµd)−ΨTΦ(NTµd)− ε],
zd = CEd.

(29)

Define

Ψ̃ = Ψ̂−Ψ, Ñ = N̂ −N,Zd =

[
Ψ 0
0 N

]
, Z̃d =

[
Ψ̃ 0

0 Ñ

]
(30)
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and note that ||Ψ̂|| < ||Ψ̃||+Ψ∗, ||Ψ|| < Ψ∗, ||N̂ ||F < ||Ñ ||F +N∗, ||N ||F < N∗, where Ψ∗

and N∗ are the upper bounds for the weights in (24), and the subscript F denotes the
Frobenius norm. Therefore, the mismatch between the adaptive signal and the inversion
errors

uad − δd = Ψ̂TΦ(N̂Tµd)−ΨTΦ(NTµd)− ε (31)

allows for the following upper bound for some computable αa, αb

|uad − δd| ≤ αa||Z̃d||F + αb, αa > 0, αb > 0. (32)

Since the weights are adjusted online, we will need the following representation for
the stability proof : Ψ̂TΦ(N̂Tµd) − ΨTΦ(NTµd) = Ψ̃T (Φ̂ − Φ̂′N̂Tµd) + ϑb + ϑ, where

ϑ = Ψ̃T Φ̂′NTµd −ΨTO(ÑTµd)
2, and ϑb = Ψ̂T Φ̂′ÑTµd.

Such a representation is achieved via the Taylor series expansion of Φ(NTµd) around

the estimates N̂Tµd. Taking account of the bound in (25), a bound for (ϑ − ε) over a
compact can be expressed as follows [1, 4, 15]

|ϑ− ε| ≤ γa||Z̃d||F + γb, γa > 0, γb > 0, (33)

where γa and γb are computable constants, γa depends upon unknown constant µ∗d, and
γb upon ε∗. Thus, the forcing term in (17) can be written

uad − δd = Ψ̃T (Φ̂− Φ̂′N̂Tµd) + Ψ̂T Φ̂′ÑTµd + ϑ− ε. (34)

6 Stability Analysis

We confirm through Lyapunov’s direct method that if the initial errors of the variables
ETd , Ẽ

T
d , Ψ̃ and Ñ belong to the presented compact set, then the composite error vector

ζd =
[
ETd ẼTd Z̃Td

]T
is ultimately bounded. Notice that ζd can be viewed as a function

of the state variables ξd, ηd, Ẽd, Z̃d, the command vector yc = [ψ∗d ψ̇∗d]T , and a constant
vector Zd

ζd = F
(
ξd, ηd, Êd, Ẑd, yc, Zd

)
. (35)

The relation in(35) represents a mapping from the original domains of the arguments
to the space of the error variables

F : Ωξd × Ωyc × Ωηd × ΩÊd
× ΩẐd

× ΩZd
−→ Ωζd . (36)

Recall that (25) introduces the compact set D over which the NN approximation is
valid. From (25), it follows that

µd ∈ D ⇐⇒ ξd ∈ Ωξd , vd ∈ Ωvd . (37)

Also, notice that, since the observer in(21) is driven by the output tracking error

ψ̃d = ψ∗d − ψd and compensator state ηd, having ξd ∈ Ωξd , yc ∈ Ωyc , ηd ∈ Ωηd implies

that Êd ∈ ΩÊd
, the latter being a compact set.

According to (13)

vd = Fvd
(
ηd, Êd, Ẑd, yc

)
, (38)

where Fvd : Ωηd × ΩÊd
× ΩẐd

× Ωyc −→ Ωvd . Thus, (38), (37) and (35) ensure that Ωζd
is a bound set. Introduce the largest ball, which is included in Ωζd in the error space

BR =
{
|ζd|‖ζd‖ ≤ R

}
, R > 0. (39)

For every ζd ∈ BR, we have µd ∈ D, Zd ∈ ΩZd
, where both D and ΩZd

are bounded sets.
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Assumption 6.1 Assume

R > γ

√
TM
Tm
≥ γ, (40)

where TM and Tm are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the following matrix

T =


2P 0 0 0

0 2P̃ 0 0
0 0 F−1

d 0
0 0 0 G−1

d

 (41)

and

Υ = max(

√
‖Pb‖2γ2

b+k22+Zd

λmin(Q)−2 ,

√
‖Pb‖2γ2

b+k22+Zd

λmin(Q̃)−2
,

√
‖Pb‖2γ2

b+k22+Zd

k
2−k

2
1−
[
γa‖Pb‖

]2 ), where Zd = kd
2

[
‖Ψ −

Ψ0‖
]2

, kd > 2

[
k2

1 +γ2
a‖Pb‖2

]
, k1 = Θαa+‖Pb‖γa, k2 = Θαb+‖Pb‖γb,Θ = ‖Pb‖+‖P̃ b‖

and P̃ satisfies ÃT P̃+P̃ Ã = −Q̃ for some Q̃ > 0 with minimum eigenvalues λmin(Q̃) > 2.

Theorem 6.1 Let the assumption (6.1) hold, and let λmin(Q) > 2 for Q introduced
in (28). Then, if the initial errors belong to the compact set Ωα, defined in (43), the
feedback control law given by (5) and (13), along with (27), guarantees that the signals

Ed, Ẽd, Ñ and Ψ̃ in the closed-loop system are ultimately bounded.

Proof. Consider the following Lyapunov function for the system in (22) and (29):

V = ETd PEd + ẼTd P̃ Ẽd +
1

2
Ψ̃TF−1

d Ψ̃ +
1

2
tr(ÑTG−1

d Ñ). (42)

The derivative of V along (22), (29), (34), and with the definition of Ẽd = Êd −Ed, can
be written as

V̇ = −ETd PEd − ẼTd Q̃Ẽd + 2ÊTd Pb[ϑ− ε]− 2ẼTd (P̃ b+ Pb)[uad − δd]

− kdΨ̃T (Ψ̂−Ψ0)− kdtr[ÑT (N̂ −N0)].

Using upper bounds from (32) and (33), the following property for vectors tr[ÑT (N̂−
N0)] = 1

2‖Ñ‖
2
F + 1

2‖N̂ −N0‖2F − 1
2‖N −N0‖2F , and completing squares twice, the upper

bound reduces to [15]

V̇ ≤ −(λmin(Q)− 2)‖Ed‖2 + 2γ2
b ‖Pb‖2 − (λmin(Q̃)− 2)‖Ẽd‖2 + k2

2

−
(kd

2
− k2

1 −
[
γa‖Pb‖

]2)‖Z̃d‖2F + Zd.

Either of the following conditions:

‖Ed‖ >
√
‖Pb‖2γ2

b+k22+Zd

λmin(Q)−2 , ‖Ẽd‖ >
√
‖Pb‖2γ2

b+k22+Zd

λmin(Q)−2 , ‖Z̃d‖F >

√
‖Pb‖2γ2

b+k22+Zd

kd
2 −k

2
1−
[
γa‖Pb‖

]2 will

render V̇ < 0 outside a compact set: BΥ =
{
ζd ∈ BR, ‖ζd‖ ≤ Υ

}
.

Note from (40) that BΥ ⊂ BR. Then, consider the Lyapunov function candidate in
(42) and write it as V = ζTd Tζd. Let Γ be the maximum value of the Lyapunov function
V on the edge of BΥ: Γ = max‖ζd‖=Υ V = Υ2TM .
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Introduce the level set ΩΥ = {ζd, V = Γ}. Let αv be the minimum value of the
Lyapunov function V on the edge of BR: αv = min‖ζd‖=R V = R2Tm. Define the level
set

Ωα =
{
ζd ∈ BR, V = αv

}
. (43)

The condition in (40) ensures that ΩΥ ⊂ Ωα, and thus ultimate boundedness of ζd.

7 Simulation Results

In this section, computer simulations inquire the performances of the proposed con-
trol scheme in the presence of structured and unstructured uncertainties. The phys-
ical and electrical parameters of the two-phase IM under investigation are: Lm =
0.0117H,Rr = 3.9Ω, Rs = 1.7Ω, Lr = 0.014H,Ls = 0.014H, f = 0.00014N.m/rad/sec
and J = 0.00011kg.m2 [12].

One has chosen the design parameters for the dynamic compensators as follows: αd =
−85, βd = 10, χd = −18005 and %d = 2376, αq = −105, βq = 1, χq = −324090 and
%q = 3376 in order to place the poles of both closed-loop error dynamics at (−35,−25∓j)
and (−15,−45∓j), respectively (refer to [1,3] for more details). The observer dynamics in
(29) was designed so that its poles are five times faster than those of the error dynamics.
We implement ten neurons in the hidden layer of the neural network that approximate
δd, while we employ eight neurons in the hidden layer of the NN that approximate δq.
For the neural network, we use the following sigmoidal basis function Φ(x) = 1

1+e−ax

with a = 1. The adaptation gains were set to Fd = Gd = 2I, with sigma modification
gains kd = 0.365.

7.1 Test of robustness of the adaptive control

To demonstrate that the proposed approach is successfully applicable for the nonlinear
IM system in the presence of high uncertainties, the rate of (δ) will be varied with (±50%
then ±100%) of its norm value. Once again, our perspective is to develop an adaptive
controller for each subsystem of the decoupled dynamics of the IM using only one SHL
NN, in which the adaptive terms (uad and uaq) overcome the effects of inversion errors
(δd and δq), what bring to force the system measurements (ψd) and (w) to track reference
trajectories (ψ∗d) and (w∗), respectively, with bounded errors.

The simulation results depicted in Figures 2 illustrate the performance comparison
of the considered control systems for the case (δ is varied) without and with NN. In
these figures, we illustrate clearly that the adaptive control augmented via only SHL NN
works well, and excellent tracking accuracy is obtained. To explain, the tracking of the
speed signal to its reference is close enough so that they are indistinguishable in Figure
2(b), which proves that the NN augmentation (uaq) identifies successfully the inversion
error (δq), as illustrated in Figure 3(a). Furthermore, Figure 2(d) reports that the flux
response is compatible with respect the imposed flux reference trajectory. This is due
essentially to the ability of a the SHL NN (uad) to model nonlinearities (δd) on-line, as
presented in Figure 3(b). Moreover, from Figures 3(c) and 3(d) it is worth noticing that
the proposed approach has achieved excellent responses both at transient and steady
state process.

The proposed control system is able to achieve flux and speed tracking high accu-
racy with an admissible regulation performance with respect to load disturbances and
adequate robustness against parameter variations.
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(b) W and W ∗ with SHL NN.
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d with SHL NN.
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Figure 2: Simulation results with variation of uncertainties: without NN
((a), (c), (e), (g)), and with NN ((b), (d), (f), (h)).
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(c) NN weights history of speed subsystem.
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Figure 3: ((a), (b)) Identification of uncertainties (δ) by NN. ((c), (d)) NN
weight history.

8 Summary

The fundamental goal of this paper consisted in realizing a tracking accuracy for multi-
inputs multi-outputs nonlinear induction motor in the presence of high uncertainties.
First, an appropriate input-output feedback linearizing controller is applied to decou-
ple the speed dynamics from the flux. Then, the nonlinear state feedback controller is
involved as a linearizing control. After, the adaptive control augmented via only non-
linearly parameterized SHL NNs is introduced to cancel the uncertainties existing in
the induction motor. A linear observer is introduced to estimate the derivatives of the
tracking errors. These estimates are used as inputs to the NN and in the adaptation
laws as an error signal. Of particular interest, ultimate boundedness of error signals is
shown using Lyapunov’s direct method. Finally, computer simulations are undertaken
to highlight the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive controller. As a future research
we will propose to add other NN structures for sensorless control.
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Abstract: In this paper, the Sumudu decomposition method is developed to solve
the general form of the fractional nonlinear Volterra-Fredholm integro-differential
equation. The fractional derivative is described in the Caputo sense. The proposed
method is based on the application of the Sumudu transform to the fractional nonlin-
ear Volterra-Fredholm integro-differential equation. The nonlinear term can easily be
handled with the help of Adomian polynomials. Illustrative examples are given, and
numerical results are provided to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Many problems in mathematical physics, theory of elasticity, visco-dynamics fluid and
mixed problems of mechanics of continuous media can be reduced to the integral equation
(Volterra or Fredholm) of the first or second kind. In [1,2], the Adomian decomposition
method was used to solve a higher-order nonlinear Volterra-Fredholm integro-differential
equation of the form

m∑
k=0

pk(x)u(k)(x) = f(x) + λ1

∫ x

a

r∑
i=0

Ai(x, t)Fi(u(t))dt+ λ2

∫ b

a

s∑
j=0

Bj(x, t)Gj(u(t))dt

(1)
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subject to the initial conditions

u(`)(0) = α`, ` = 0, 1, 2, ..., k − 1, (2)

where pk(x) (k = 0, 1, ...,m), Ai(x, t) (i = 0, 1, ..., r), Bj(x, t) (j = 0, 1, ..., s) and f(x)
all are given functions. u(k) indicates the k−th derivative of u(x), F (u(x)) are non-
linear functions. It is to be pointed out that u(x), f(x) are assumed to be real, and
λ1, λ2, α`, ` = 0, 1, ..., k − 1 are all real finite constants.

It has turned out that many phenomena in engineering, physics and other sciences
can be described very successfully by models using mathematical tools from fractional
calculus. Integro-differential equations model many situations from science and engineer-
ing, for example, in circuit analysis. The activity of interacting inhibitory and excitatory
neurons can be described by a system of integro-differential equations. For a better un-
derstanding of the phenomena, fractional derivatives provide more accurate models of real
world problems than integer order derivatives do. Because of their many applications in
scientific fields, fractional integro-differential equations are found to be an effective tool
to describe certain physical phenomena. The most important advantage of using the
fractional derivatives in mathematical modeling is due to the non-local property. It is
well known that the integer-order differential operator possesses a local operator whereas
the fractional order differential operator is non-local. This means that the next state
of a system depends not only upon its current state but also upon all of its historical
states [3]. In recent times, the fractional calculus is used in different physical and bio-
logical problems, see [4–6] and the references therein. Oldham and Spanier [4], Miller
and Ross [7], Momani [8] and Podlubny [9] provide the history and a comprehensive
treatment of this subject. To solve integro-differential equations, approximate solution
and numerical solution methods are being used.

In this paper, we apply the Sumudu transform to solve the general form of the non-
linear Volterra-Fredholm integro-differential equation

u(α)(x) = −1
pm(x)

m−1∑
k=0

pk(x)u(k)(x) + f(x) + λ1

∫ x
a

r∑
i=0

Ai(x, t)Fi(u(t))dt

+λ2

∫ b
a

s∑
j=0

Bj(x, t)Gj(u(t))dt, m− 1 < α ≤ m.

(3)

The Sumudu transform was first proposed by Watugala [10, 11]. In [12, 13] some funda-
mental properties of the Sumudu transform were established in light of which the authors
developed efficient and straightforward methodologies for treating differential equations.
The Sumudu transform method is one of the most important transform methods, it is
a powerful tool for solving many kinds of PDEs in various fields of science and engi-
neering [12]. In [14], the authors start from the definition of the Sumudu transform
on a general time scales to define the discrete Sumudu transform, and present its basic
properties.

In [15], we used a reliable strategy, based on using the Adomian decomposition method
(ADM), for solving the same system as in (3). Saadatmandi and Dehghan [17] applied
the Legendre collocation method to find numerical solutions of a nonlinear fractional
integro-differential equation of only Volterra type. For this current work, we implement
the Adomian-Sumudu decomposition method (ASDM) for solving higher-order non-linear
fractional Volterra-Fredholm integro-differential equations. The ASDM is an elegant
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combination of the Sumudu transform method and the ADM. This technique is more
powerful because we can combine the Sumudu method and the ADM to obtain the
ASDM and it will provide exact and approximate analytical solutions for fractional non-
linear equations. We would like to mention that the ASDM can provide high accuracy
of numerical results, reduce the computational time and volume of the work. We would
also like to point out that for obtaining the solution by using other methods, we need
to solve the equation at other values of the parameter α, and we shall have to compute
again for new α. In our method there is no need to perform such repetitive calculation.
Against this backdrop, we would like to extend the previous results [1, 18], and also to
generalize the results obtained in [15, 16] and to solve the fractional Volterra-Fredholm
integro-differential equations (3).

The fractional differential operator u(α)(x) describes the fractional derivatives of order
α of equation (3). When α ∈ N, the equation (3) reduces to a linear integro-differential
equation, while if λ1 = λ2 = 0, the equation reduces to linear fractional differential
equations. Such kind of integro-differential equations is considered for generalizations of
the work in [19]. The main objective of this paper is to study the behavior of the solution
for equation (1) using the Sumudu decomposition method.

The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review some general
concepts of the fractional theory and the Sumudu transform required for our subsequent
development. In Section 3, we extend the application of the Sumudu-Adomian decompo-
sition to construct our analytical approximate solutions for the general integro-differential
equation (3). Finally, numerical experiments are presented and some comparisons are
made in Section 4. The paper ends with some concluding remarks.

2 Basics of Fractional Calculus

This section is devoted to the description of the operational properties with the purpose
of acquainting with sufficient fractional calculus theory. Many definitions and studies
of fractional calculus have been proposed in the last two centuries. These definitions
include the Riemman-Liouville, Weyl, Reize, Campos, Caputa, and Nishimoto fractional
operators. Mainly, in this paper, we will re-introduce Section 2 of [20]. The Riemann-
Liouville definition of fractional derivative operator Jαa is stated as follows.

Definition 2.1 Let α ∈ R+. The operator Jα, defined on the usual Lebesgue space
L1[a, b] by

Jαa f(x) = 1
Γ(α)

∫ x
a

(x− t)α−1f(t)dt, J0
af(x) = f(x)

for a ≤ x ≤ b, is called the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral operator of order α.

Properties of the operator Jα can be found in [9], we mention the following: For f ∈
L1[a, b], α, β ≥ 0 and γ > −1:

1. Jαa f(x) exists for almost every x ∈ [a, b].

2. Jαa J
β
a f(x) = Jα+β

a f(x).

3. Jαa J
β
a f(x) = Jβa J

α
a f(x).

4. Jαa x
γ = Γ(γ+1)

Γ(α+γ+1) (x− a)α+γ .
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As mentioned in [8], the Riemann-Liouville derivative has certain disadvantages when
trying to model real-world phenomena with fractional differential equations. Therefore,
we shall introduce now a modified fractional differentiation operator Dα proposed by
Caputo in his work on the theory of visco-elasticity [21].

Definition 2.2 The fractional derivative of f(x) in the Caputo sense is defined as

Dαf(x) = Jm−αDmf(x) =
1

Γ(m− α)

∫ x

0

(x− t)m−α−1f (m)(t)dt, (4)

m− 1 < α ≤ m,m ∈ N, x > 0.

Also, we need here two of its basic properties.

Lemma 2.1 If m− 1 < α ≤ m, and f ∈ L1[a, b], then Dα
aJ

α
a f(x) = f(x), and

JαaD
α
a f(x) = f(x)−

m−1∑
k=0

f (k)(0)
(x− a)k

k!
, x > 0.

The Caputo fractional derivative is considered in the Caputo sense. The reason for
adopting the Caputo definition is as follows. To solve differential equations, we need to
specify additional conditions in order to produce a unique solution. For the case of Ca-
puto fractional differential equations, these additional conditions are just the traditional
conditions, which are taken to the classical differential equations, and are therefore famil-
iar to us. In contrast, for the Riemann-Liouville fractional differential equations, these
additional conditions constitute certain fractional derivatives of the unknown solution at
the initial point x = 0, which are functions of x. The initial conditions are not physical;
furthermore, it is not clear how many quantities are to be measured from experiment,
say, so that they can be appropriately assigned in an analysis. For more details on the
geometric and physical interpretation for fractional derivatives of both Riemann-Liouville
and Caputo types, see [8, 21].

Definition 2.3 For m to be the smallest integer that exceeds α, the Caputo frac-
tional derivatives of order α > 0 are defined as

Dαu(x, t) =
∂αu(x, t)

∂tα
=


1

Γ(m−α)

∫ t
0
(t− τ)m−α−1 ∂

mu(x,τ)
∂τm dτ, m− 1 < α < m,

∂mu(x,t)
∂tm , α = m ∈ N.

For mathematical properties of fractional derivatives and integrals one can consult
the mentioned references.

In the early 90s, Watugala [10, 11] introduced a new integral transform, named the
Sumudu transform and applied it to the solution of ordinary differential equation in
control engineering problems.

Definition 2.4 The Sumudu transform over the following set of functions

A =

{
f(t) | ∃M, τ1, τ2 > 0, |f(t)| < Me

|t|
tj , if t ∈ (−1)j × [0,∞)

}
(5)

is defined for u ∈ (τ1, τ2) as

S[f(t)] = F (u) =

∫ ∞
0

f(ut)e−tdt =

∫ ∞
0

1

u
f(t)e−t/udt, (6)
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where u is a parameter and it may be real or complex, that is, independent of t. The
inversion formula for the Sumudu transform is given by

S[G(s)] =
1

2πi

∫ γ+i∞

γ−i∞
estG(

1

s
)
ds

s
.

In Belgacem et al. [22], the Sumudu transform was shown to be the theoretical dual of
the Laplace transform. Hence, one should be able to rival it to a great extent in problem
solving. Given an initial f(t), its Laplace transform F (s) can be transformed into the
Sumudu transform Fs(u) of f by means of

S(u) =
F ( 1

u )

u
.

And its inverse is

F (s) =
S( 1

s )

s
.

Every proven property of the Laplace transform may routinely be turned into a corre-
sponding property of the Sumudu transform. Many of special properties of the Sumudu
transform are mentioned and tabulated in [13,22]. Some special properties of the Sumudu
transform are as follows:

1. S[1] = 1.

2. S
[

tn

Γ(n+1)

]
= un, n > 0.

3. S[f(x)∓ g(x)] = S[f(x)]∓ S[g(x)].

Theorem 2.1 [22] Let G(u) be the Sumudu transform of f(t) such that

1. G(1/s)/s is a meromorphic function, with singularities having Re(s) < γ, and

2. there exists a circular region Γ with radius R and positive constants M and k with∣∣∣G(1/s)

s

∣∣∣ < MR−k,

then the function f(t) is given by

f(t) = S−1[G(t)] =
1

2πi

∫ γ+∞

γ−i∞
estG(

1

s
)
ds

s
=
∑

residuse
[
est

G(1/s)

s

]
.

To solve fractional differential equations, the following lemma of the Sumudu trans-
form will be needed.

Lemma 2.2 [22] The Sumudu transform S[f(t)] of the fractional derivative intro-
duced by Caputo is given by

S[Dα
t f(t)] =

G(u)

uα
−
n−1∑
k=0

f (k)(0)

uα−k
, where G(u) = S[f(t)]. (7)
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3 Implementation of Sumudu Decomposition Method

In the analysis of the numerical method that follows, we will assume that problem (1)-(2)
has a unique and sufficiently smooth solution. We apply the Sumudu-Adomian decom-
position to find an approximate solution for the fractional integro-differential equations
(3). We assume that u(x) is sufficiently differentiable and that a unique solution of (3)
exists. Take the Sumudu transform of both sides of equation (3)

S[u(α)(x)] = S
[ −1

pm(x)

m−1∑
k=0

pku
(k)(x)

]
+ S[f(x)] + S

[
λ1

∫ x

a

r∑
i=0

Ai(x, t)Fi(u(t))dt
]

+ S
[
λ2

∫ b

a

s∑
j=0

Bj(x, t)Gj(u(t))dt
]
, m− 1 < α ≤ m.

Using the result of equation (7) on the left-hand side of the above equation we arrive at

u−αS[u(t)]−
n−1∑
k=0

u−(α−k)u(k)(0) = S
[ −1

pm(x)

m−1∑
k=0

pku
(k)(x)

]
+ S[f(x)]

+ S
[
λ1

∫ x

a

r∑
i=0

Ai(x, t)Fi(u(t))dt
]
+S
[
λ2

∫ b

a

s∑
j=0

Bj(x, t)Gj(u(t))dt
]
,m− 1 < α ≤ m.

Solving for S[u(t)], we get

S[u(t)] = uα
n−1∑
k=0

sα−k−1u(k)(0) + uαS
[ −1

pm(x)

m−1∑
k=0

pk(x)u(k)(x)
]

+ uαS[f(x)]

+uαS
[
λ1

∫ x

a

r∑
i=0

Ai(x, t)Fi(u(t))dt
]
+uαS

[
λ2

∫ b

a

s∑
j=0

Bj(x, t)Gj(u(t))dt
]
,m−1 < α ≤ m.

Now, following [23, 24], the Sumudu decomposition method introduces the following
expressions:

u(x) =

∞∑
n=0

un(x) (8)

for the solution of our problem, where the components S[un(t)] will be determined re-
currently according to a recursive relation. Moreover, the method defines the nonlinear
functions Fi(u(x)), (i = 0, 1, ..., r), Gj(u(x)), (j = 0, 1, ..., s) by the infinite series of
polynomials

Fi(u(x)) =

∞∑
n=0

(Ci)n, Gj(u(x)) =

∞∑
n=0

(Di)n and u(k)(x) =

∞∑
n=0

Ei, (9)

where the (Ci)n, (Dj)n, En are the Adomian polynomials which are generated according
to specific algorithms set by Adomian [23,24], or by Wazwaz [25]. Substituting equations
(8)-(9), yields

S[

∞∑
n=0

un(x)] = uα
n−1∑
k=0

u−(α−k)u(k)(0) + uαS
[ −1

pm(x)

m−1∑
k=0

pk(x)

∞∑
n=0

En

]
+ uαS[f(x)]
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+uαS
[
λ1

∫ x

a

r∑
i=0

Ai(x, t)

∞∑
n=0

(Ci)ndt
]
+uαS

[
λ2

∫ b

a

s∑
j=0

Bj(x, t)

∞∑
n=0

(Di)ndt
]
,m−1 < α ≤ m.

It is useful to note that the recursive relation is constructed on the basis that the zeroth
component S[u0] is defined by all terms that arise from the initial conditions and from
the source term f(x), i.e.,

S[u0(x)] = uα
n−1∑
k=0

u−(α−k)u(k)(0) + uαS[f(x)]. (10)

The remaining components of S[u(x)] can be completely determined so that each term
is computed by using the previous terms as

S[uk+1(x)] = uαS
[ −1

pm(x)

m−1∑
k=0

pk(x)

∞∑
k=0

Ek

]

+ uαS
[
λ1

∫ x

a

r∑
i=0

Ai(x, t)

∞∑
n=0

(Ci)kdt
]

+ uαS
[
λ2

∫ b

a

s∑
j=0

Bj(x, t)

∞∑
n=0

(Di)kdt
]
, k ≥ 1.

As a result, the components u0, u1, u2, ... are identified by applying the inverse Sumudu
transform of the above equations to obtain

u0(x) = S−1
[
uα

n−1∑
k=0

u−(α−k)u(k)(0)
]

+ S−1
[
uαS[f(x)]

]
(11)

and

uk+1(x) = S−1
(
uαS

[ −1

pm(x)

m−1∑
k=0

pk(x)

∞∑
k=0

Ek

])

+ S−1
(
uαS

[
λ1

∫ x

a

r∑
i=0

Ai(x, t)

∞∑
n=0

(Ci)kdt
])

+ S−1
(
uαS

[
λ2

∫ b

a

s∑
j=0

Bj(x, t)

∞∑
n=0

(Di)kdt
])
, k ≥ 1.

Thus, the series solutions are entirely determined. However in many cases (when
α is an integer) the exact solution in a closed form may be obtained [1]. The n − th
term approximation Φn =

∑n−1
k=0 uk can be used to approximate the solution. The

choice of (11) as the initial solution always leads to noise oscillation during the iteration
procedure [19]. Also, the choice of S[u0(x)] to contain minimal number of terms is giving
more flexibility to solve complicated non-linear equations, especially in calculation of
inverse Sumudu transform. A reliable modified form of the decomposition method has
been introduced by Wazwaz [25]. The construction of the zeroth component of the
decomposition series can be defined in a slightly different way. Wazwaz [25] assumed
that if the zeroth component S[u0(x)] depicted in (10) can be divided into two parts,
then one part will be assigned to S[u0(x)], while the second part of S[u0(x)] can be
included in the component of S[u1(x)] among other terms.
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4 Numerical Examples

In order to assess the advantages of the proposed method (the Sumudu-Adomian method)
over the Adomian decomposition method [15] in terms of accuracy and efficiency for solv-
ing fractional integro-differential equations, we have applied the method to two different
examples with known exact solutions at some values of α. The computations associated
with the examples were performed using mathematica.

Example 4.1 Consider the following nonlinear fractional integro-differential equa-
tion [15]

Dαu(t) =
1

Γ(1/2)

(8

3
t3/2 − 2t1/2

)
− t

1260
+

∫ 1

0

xtu4(x)dx, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, (12)

where u(0) = 0, and α ∈ (0, 1].

Apply the Sumudu transform to both sides of equation (12). For the left-hand side
Dαu(t) we use the initial condition together with equation (7), while for the first three
terms on the right-hand side we use the fact that

S
(
ta−1

Γ(a)

)
= ua−1, a > 0.

Upon passing simple calculations, we arrive at

S[u(t)] = 2uα+ 3
2 − 2uα+ 1

2 − 1

1260
uα+1 + uαS

[ ∫ 1

0

xtu4(x)dx
]
.

Substituting the decomposition series (8) for u(t), and the series
∑∞
n=0An(t) for the

nonlinear term u4(t), we have

S[
∞∑
n=0

un(t)] = 2uα+ 3
2 − 2uα+ 1

2 − 1

1260
uα+1 + uαS

[ ∫ 1

0

xt
∞∑
n=0

An−1(t)dx
]
,

where the first few Adomian polynomials are given by A0(t) = u4
0(t), A1(t) =

4u3
0(t)u1(t), A2(t) = 6u2

0(t)u2
1(t) + 4u3

0(t)u2(t). The modified decomposition technique
introduces the use of the recursive relation

S[u0(x)] = 2uα+ 3
2 − 2uα+ 1

2 , (13)

S[u1(t)] = − 1

1260
uα+1 + uαS

[ ∫ 1

0

xtA0(t)dx
]

(14)

and

S[u2(t)] = uαS
[ ∫ 1

0

xtA1(t)dx
]
. (15)

In general, we take the n-th term to be

S[un(t)] = uαS
[ ∫ 1

0

xtAn−1(t)dx
]
, n ≥ 3. (16)
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Taking the inverse Sumudu transform of both sides of S[u0(t)] yields

u0(t) =
2

Γ[α+ 3
2 ]

[ tα+ 3
2

α+ 3
2

− tα+ 1
2

]
.

So, we can simplify S[u1(t)] appeared in equation (14) as

S[u1(t)] = − 1

1260
uα+1 + uαS

[ ∫ 1

0

xtA0(t)dx
]

= − 1

1260
uα+1 + uαS

[ t3+4α(3− 2t+ 2α)4

2(Γ[α+ 5
2 ])4

]
or

u1(t, α) =
8α4Γ(4α+ 4)t5α+3

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 4)

+
48α3Γ(4α+ 4)t5α+3

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 4)

− 64α3Γ(4α+ 5)t5α+4

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 5)

+
108α2Γ(4α+ 4)t5α+3

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 4)

− 288α2Γ(4α+ 5)t5α+4

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 5)

+
192α2Γ(4α+ 6)t5α+5

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 6)

− tα+1

1260Γ(α+ 2)
+

108αΓ(4α+ 4)t5α+3

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 4)

+
81Γ(4α+ 4)t5α+3

2Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 4)

− 216Γ(4α+ 5)t5α+4

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 5)

+
576αΓ(4α+ 6)t5α+5

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 6)

+
432Γ(4α+ 6)t5α+5

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 6)

− 256αΓ(4α+ 7)t5α+6

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 7)

− 384Γ(4α+ 7)t5α+6

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 7)

+
128Γ(4α+ 8)t5α+7

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 8)

− 432αΓ(4α+ 5)t5α+4

Γ
(
α+ 5

2

)4
Γ(5α+ 5)

.

To obtain the inverse Sumudu transform of S[u2(t)] from (15), we use mathematica to
avoid lengthy calculations. The approximate solution is given by ua(t) = u0(t) + u1(t) +
u2(t). When α = 0.5, then ua(t) = t2 − t which is the exact solution. The value of
α = 0.5 is the only case for which we know the exact solution, and our approximate
solution is in excellent agreement with the exact values as shown in Figure 2.

Example 4.2 Consider the following nonlinear fourth-order fractional integro-
differential equation [8, 17]

Dαu(x) = 1 +

∫ x

0

e−tu2(t))dt, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 3 < α ≤ 4, (17)

subject to the boundary conditions u(0) = u′(0) = 1, u(1) = u′(1) = e. Since 3 < α ≤ 4,
in equation (7), we take n = 4. Applying the Sumudu transform to both sides of equation
(17), we get

S[Dαu(x)] = S[1] + S
[ ∫ x

0

e−tu2(t))dt
]
.
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α=0.3

α=0.5

α=0.75

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
time

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0.1

u(t,

Figure 1: The approximate solution when 0 < t < 1, for Example 4.1 for different values of α.

u_exact [t, ]

u_approx [t, ]

-0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
time

-0.30

-0.25

-0.20

-0.15

-0.10

-0.05

0.05

u(t,

Figure 2: Comparison between the approximate solution when α = 0.5 and the exact solution
when 0 < t < 0.5, for Example 4.1.

Use the initial conditions together with equation (7) to obtain

S[u(x)]

uα
− 1

uα
− 1

uα−1
− A

uα−2
− B

uα−3
= 1 + S

[ ∫ x

0

e−tu2(t)]dt
]
, (18)

where the constants A = u′′(0) and B = u′′′(0) are to be determined by imposing the
other two boundary conditions u(1) = u′(1) = e on the obtained approximate solution.
Simplify equation (18), we get

S[u(x)] = 1 + u+Au2 +Bu3 + uα + uαS
[ ∫ x

0

e−tu2(t)]dt
]
. (19)

Substituting the decomposition series (8) for u(x), and the series
∑∞
n=0An(t) for the

nonlinear term u2(t), we have

S[

∞∑
n=0

un(x)] = 1 + u+Au2 +Bu3 + uα + uαS
[ ∫ x

0

e−t
∞∑
n=0

An(t))dt
]
, (20)

where the first two Adomian polynomials are given by A0(t) = u2
0(t), A1(t) =

2u0(t)u1(t). The modified decomposition technique introduces the use of the recursive
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Sumudu-Adomian decomposition algorithm as

S[u0(x)] = 1 + u+ uα, (21)

and

S[u1(x)] = Au2 +Bu3 + uαS
[ ∫ x

0

e−tA0(t)dt
]
. (22)

The 2−term approximation is given by

φ2(x,A;B) = u0(x) + u1(x), (23)

where the constants A and B can be determined using the remaining boundary condi-
tions. Table 1 shows some numerical values for different values of α. The exact solution
of the problem in equation (17) is u(x) = ex, and the values in Table 1 corresponding
to α = 4 are in an excellent agreement with the exact values. Table 2 shows some nu-
merical values for different values of α. In the theory of fractional calculus, it is obvious
that when the fractional derivative α (m − 1 < α ≤ m) tends to positive integer m,
then the approximate solution continuously tends to the exact solution of the problem
with derivative m. A closer look at the values obtained by our method in Table 1 do
have this characteristic. In Table 2, we compare the approximate solution for problem
(17) obtained by the proposed method for different values of α with those obtained by
the Adomian method [8], and the Legendre collocation method [17]. In Table 2, our
results for α = 4, which is the only case where we know the exact solution, are in better
agreement than those obtained by the methods described in [8] and [17].

Y_approx

Y_exact

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
time

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Y

Figure 3: The approximate solution for 0 < t < 2.5, when α = 4, compared to the exact
solution for Example 4.2.

5 Conclusion

The fundamental goal of this paper is to propose an efficient algorithm for the solution
of fractional integro-differential equations. This goal has been achieved by using the
Sumudu-Adomian decomposition method. The validity and accuracy of our approach is
examined by solving two examples found in [15,17]. In order to illustrate the technique,
plots of the behavior of the approximate solutions are provided which ensure that the
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α 3.10 3.90 3.99 4.00 Exact
(A,B) (1.005, 0.163) (1.0055, 0.9351) (0.9974, 1.0056) (0.996, 1.01) ex

x = 0.1 1.10517 1.10519 1.10516 1.10516 1.10517
x = 0.2 1.22137 1.22145 1.22136 1.22135 1.22140
x = 0.3 1.34974 1.34993 1.34978 1.34976 1.34986
x = 0.4 1.49161 1.49189 1.49170 1.49168 1.49182
x = 0.5 1.64842 1.64877 1.64857 1.64855 1.64872
x = 0.6 1.82177 1.82214 1.82197 1.82195 1.82212
x = 0.7 2.01344 2.01375 2.01362 2.01361 2.01375
x = 0.8 2.22533 2.22552 2.22546 2.22545 2.22554
x = 0.9 2.45957 2.45959 2.45957 2.45957 2.45960
x = 1.0 2.71828 2.71828 2.71828 2.71828 2.71828

Table 1: Numerical values for Example 4.2 with different values of the order α.

α = 3.25 α = 3.5

xi Results [15] Results [17] Our Method Results [15] Results [17] Our Method

0.1 1.10101 1.10655 1.10517 1.10675 1.10679 1.10516

0.2 1.21402 1.22393 1.22137 1.22432 1.22441 1.22136

0.3 1.34119 1.35320 1.34974 1.35375 1.35388 1.34978

0.4 1.48170 1.49560 1.49161 1.49627 1.49642 1.49170

0.5 1.63876 1.65255 1.64842 1.65327 1.65343 1.64857

0.6 1.81365 1.82565 1.82177 1.82635 1.82651 1.82197

0.7 2.00662 2.01668 2.01344 2.01729 2.01744 2.01362

0.8 2.22023 2.22763 2.22533 2.22808 2.22819 2.22546

0.9 2.45691 2.46069 2.45953 2.46093 2.46099 2.45957

1.0 2.71828 2.71828 2.71828 2.71828 2.71828 2.71828

Table 2: Comparison of the methods for solving equation (17) for α = 3.25, 3.5.

Sumudu decomposition method is a very helpful and efficient method to produce the
approximate solutions. Finally, we would like to claim that the method presented in this
work for solving nonlinear fractional integro-differential equation is an excellent one in
terms of its simplicity, implementation and high accuracy. Also, we conclude that it can
be applied to several sophisticated linear and nonlinear equations.

As future work, we aim to apply alternative methods based on different versions of
the fractional power series technique [26–31] to solve different types of fractional integro-
differential problems and other fractional problems arising in engineering and science
applications.
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Abstract: In the natural phenomena, many systems are unstable and non-minimal.
Moreover, the systems in the universe often have large order. Therefore, we need
to simplify the order of the system without any significant errors. Simplification of
this system can be done using the reduction of the model. Model reduction can only
be done on the stable and minimal system. Thus, we need a model reduction for
unstable and non-minimal systems. There are many model reduction methods in the
literature, for example, a balanced truncation method and a singular perturbation
approximation. In this work, we propose a method to reduce unstable and non-
minimal systems by using the singular perturbation approximation (SPA). First, we
decompose the unstable system into a stable subsystem and an unstable subsystem.
Then, if the stable subsystem is non-minimal, we apply the minimization process to
obtain a stable subsystem that is minimal. Next, we apply the singular perturbation
approximation to the stable and minimal subsystem to obtain a reduced subsystem.
Finally, we obtain a total reduced model by combining the unstable subsystem and
the reduced subsystem. Then we apply the method to shallow water equations. Based
on the simulation results, frequency response of the original system and the reduced
minimal system using the SPA method has similarity in low frequency, but in high
frequency the value tends to be different. Furthermore, the error bound of the SPA
and the balanced truncation method is almost the same.
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1 Introduction

Mathematics has an important role in solving the existing problems. One of them is
using mathematical modeling. Mathematical modeling is used to represent the problem
to be solved. The problems taken often adopt real natural phenomena. If we construct
a model of the real natural phenomena as a mathematical model, it will contain many
state variables. On the other hand, due to the huge number of variables in the system,
the computational time to simulate the model is longer and it is not efficient. Not
only that, the system that has larger order is more complicated than the system that
has small order. Therefore, it should be simplified to smaller order without significant
errors. Those simplifications of the system are called a model reduction [4].

The model reduction can be used if the system is stable and minimal. For an unstable
system, we need to decompose the unstable system so that we obtain a stable subsystem
that can be reduced. Then, we investigate whether the system is minimal. A system is
called minimal if the system is controllable and observable. If we have an uncontrollable
or unobservable system (commonly called a non-minimal system), we have to find the
minimal representation of the system by applying the minimization process. After the
decomposition process (for unstable systems) and minimization (for uncontrollable or
unobservable systems) of the system, we obtain a system that is suitable for model
reduction [2, 11].

There are many methods in the literature for the model order reduction, such as a bal-
anced truncation, model analysis, Krylov method, Hankel norm approximation, singular
value decomposition [6–8,13,14]. Ayadi and Benhadj Braiek [5] discuss a new method to
reduce LTI and LTV systems by using orthogonal functions. Solikhatun et al. [16] discuss
a procedure to choose the reduced order of bilinear time-invariant systems. Aleksandrov
et al. [1] discuss the stability problem by using a nonlinear approach. Martynyuk [9]
discusses a new approach for the stability analysis of dynamical systems defined over
metric spaces. In this paper, we discuss a model reduction procedure for non-minimal
systems by using a singular perturbation approximation (SPA) method. The procedure
to reduce unstable and non-minimal systems using the singular perturbation approxima-
tion is as follows. First, we decompose the unstable system into a stable subsystem and
an unstable subsystem. Then, for the stable subsystem, if the system is non-minimal,
we apply the minimization process to obtain a stable subsystem that is minimal. Next,
we apply the singular perturbation approximation to the stable and minimal subsystem
to obtain a reduced subsystem. The total reduced system is obtained by combining the
unstable subsystem and the reduced subsystem. Then, we apply the model reduction
of non-minimal systems to shallow water equations. Shallow water equations are a sys-
tem that may become stable, unstable or non-minimal system. Furthermore, shallow
water equations can produce a high-order system. Thus, we are interested to apply the
technique to this system. In the simulation, we compare the frequency response and
infinity-norm error of the singular perturbation approximation method and the balanced
truncation method.

2 Linear Systems

Give an nth order discrete-time linear system as follows [12]:{
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k),

y(k) = Cx(k) +Du(k).
(1)
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Next, we refer to the system (1) as the original system. The system can be rewritten as

G =

[
A B
C D

]
.

The transfer function of the system (A,B,C,D) is denoted as G(z) and is defined as
follows [12]:

G(z) = C(zI −A)−1B +D. (2)

We can analyze the properties of the system (1). We focus on the following prop-
erties: stability, controllability, and observability. To analyze the stability, we look at
the eigenvalues (λ) [12]. If |λ| < 1, then the system is asymptotically stable. Otherwise,
if the eigenvalue |λ| > 1, the system is unstable. To analyze the controllability of the
system, we can use the controllability matrix Mc. If the controllability matrix has the
rank equal to n, then the system is controllable. To analyze the observability of the
system, we can use the observability matrix Mo. If the observability matrix has the rank
equal to n, then the system is observable.

The relationship between stability, controllability, and observability of systems with
the controllability Gramian W and the observability Gramian M is described by the
following theorem.

Theorem 2.1 Given a system (A,B,C,D) that is stable, controllable, and observ-
able, the controllability Gramian W and the observability Gramian M , each is a single
and positive definite solution from the Lyapunov equation [18]

AWAT +BBT −W = 0, (3)

ATMA+ CTC −M = 0. (4)

The model reduction can only be done on the stable and minimal system. If the system
is unstable, we need to decompose the system into a stable subsystem and an unstable
subsystem. In other words, the decomposition of unstable systems is a separation between
the stable subsystem and the unstable subsystem. If the system is non-minimal, we apply
the minimization process to the system to obtain minimal systems.

3 Decomposition Process of Unstable Systems

The decomposition process of unstable systems has two transformation steps. First, we
apply a real Schur block transformation using the unitary matrix Ud in the Schur upper
triangular form. Second, we solve the Lyapunov equation for transformation to obtain
stable and unstable subsystems. We denote (Ass, Bss, Css, Dss) for the stable subsystem
and (Aus, Bus, Cus, Dus) for the unstable subsystem.

Gd =

[
Ass Bss

Css Dss

]
+

[
Aus Bus

Cus 0

]
with

stable subsystem =

[
Ass Bss

Css Dss

]
and

unstable subsystem =

[
Aus Bus

Cus 0

]
.
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So from (1), we obtain a stable subsystem as follows:{
xss(k + 1) = Assxss(k) +Bssuss(k),

yss(k) = Cssxss(k) +Dssuss(k).
(5)

4 Minimization Process of Non-Minimal Systems

If the system (5) is non-minimal, we can minimize the system to obtain a minimal system.
The minimization process is done by removing the uncontrollable and unobservable states
in the state-space model. After the minimization process is finished, we obtain a minimal
system (observable and controllable) as follows:{

xm(k + 1) = Amxm(k) +Bmum(k),

ym(k) = Cmxm(k) +Dmum(k).
(6)

The transfer function of the minimal system is

Gm =

[
Am Bm

Cm Dm

]
.

Because the model reduction needs a stable and minimal system, then we define a
stable and minimal discrete-time linear system as follows:{

xsm(k + 1) = Asmxsm(k) +Bsmusm(k),

ysm(k) = Csmxsm(k) +Dsmusm(k).
(7)

5 Balanced Systems

In order to use the SPA method, first the system has to be balanced. The balanced
system is a system such that the controllability Gramian is the same as the observability
Gramian. Thus, in a balanced system, the state variables are ordered based on their
influence on the system. In general, the controllability Gramian and the observability
Gramian are not the same. To construct a balanced system, we transform the original
system using the transformation matrix T so that we obtain a balanced system.

The algorithm to compute matrix T is described as follows:

1 Find a matrix φ that satisfies W = φTφ.

2 Construct a matrix φMφT and diagonalize φMφT so that φMφT = UΣ2UT .

3 The non-singular transformation matrix T is T = φTUΣ−
1
2 .

So we obtain a balanced system (Ã, B̃, C̃, D̃), where

Ã = T−1AT, B̃ = T−1B, C̃ = CT , D̃ = D.

The balanced system has the controllability Gramian W̃ and the observability
Gramian M̃ that is a single solution from the Lyapunov equation:

W̃ = T−1WT−T (8)

and
M̃ = TTMT (9)

such that
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W̃ = M̃ =
∑

= diag(σ1, σ2, · · · , σr), σ1 ≥ · · · ≥ σr ≥ · · · ≥ σn > 0,

where σi is the Hankel singular value from the balanced system that is defined as

σi =
√
λi(WM), i = 1, 2, ..., n,

where λi is the eigenvalue from the multiplication of the controllability Gramian W and
the observability Gramian M .

6 Model Reduction Using Singular Perturbation Approximation

The singular perturbation approximation (SPA) method can be applied to stable and
minimal systems. The reduction process in the SPA method is almost the same as in the
balanced truncation (BT) method. In the BT method, the model reduction is performed
by cutting the state variables that correspond to small Hankel singular values. In the
reduced model using the SPA method, all state variables of the balanced system are par-
titioned into the fast and slow modes. The variable circumstances corresponding to the
small Hankel singular value are defined as a fast mode, while the variable circumstances
corresponding to the larger Hankel singular value are defined as a slow mode. Further-
more, the reduced model is obtained by assuming the speed of the fast mode equal to
zero [3].

7 Model Reduction Procedure for Unstable and Non-Minimal Systems
Using Singular Perturbation Approximation

In this section, we describe the procedure to reduce unstable and non-minimal systems
using the singular perturbation approximation. The steps are as follows:

1. We apply the decomposition process to produce a stable and an unstable subsystem
(see Section 3).

2. Because the system is non-minimal, then the stable subsystem is also non-minimal.
Then we apply the minimization process to the stable subsystem to obtain a min-
imal stable subsystem (controllable and observable) (see Section 4).

After step 1 and 2, we will obtain a stable and minimal subsystem.

3. The next step is applying the SPA method to the stable and minimal subsystem
(see Section 6) to obtain a reduced stable subsystem.

4. We combine the reduced stable subsystem (from Step 3) and the unstable subsystem
(from Step 1) to obtain a total reduced system.

5. The last step is to check or re-analyze the properties of the total reduced system.
The properties are stability, controllability and observability.

8 Numerical Example

In this section, we introduce a numerical example as an application of the model reduction
using the SPA to the shallow water equation. In the simulation results, we compare the
errors of the SPA method and the BT method.
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8.1 Shallow water equations

We discuss the shallow water equation that describes the flow of water in rivers [17]:

∂h

∂t
+D

∂v

∂x
= 0, (10)

∂v

∂t
+ g

∂h

∂x
+ Cfu = 0, (11)

with the initial and boundary conditions

h(x, 0) = 1, v(x, 0) = 0, h(0, t) = ψb(t), v(L, t) = vN (t), (12)

where h(x, t) is the water level above the reference plane at position x and time t, v(x, t)
is the average current velocity at position x and time t, t is the time variable, x is the
position along the river, D is the water depth, g is the gravitational acceleration and c
is a friction constant.

Using the initial and boundary conditions (12) for i = 14 to n = 30, then, the
following values for the parameters are assumed:

D = 10m,Cf = 0.0002,∆x = 60000/N∆t = 360, g = 9.8m/s2.

Thus, we can write the equations (10) and (11) in matrix notation as follows:

A1x(k + 1) = A2x(k) +Bu(k), (13)

x(k + 1) = A−11 A2x(k) +A−11 B1u(k). (14)

The above system is a discrete-time linear-time-invariant system

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k),

where A = A−11 A2 and B = A−11 B1. By using the parameters described above, those
matrices are given by

A =



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0.3468 0.6851 −0.6054 0.2142 −0.0770 0.0272 −0.0098 0.0035 · · ·
0.1271 0.6178 0.5238 −0.5392 0.1937 −0.0686 0.0246 −0.0087 · · ·
0.0441 0.2142 0.5284 0.4981 −0.5382 0.1905 −0.0684 0.0242 · · ·
0.0162 0.0785 0.1937 0.5492 0.5484 −0.5479 0.1969 −0.0697 · · ·
0.0056 0.0272 0.0672 0.1905 0.5370 0.4951 −0.5371 0.1901 · · ·
0.0021 0.0100 0.0246 0.0698 0.1969 0.5481 0.5488 −0.5481 · · ·

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 · · ·
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 · · ·
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 · · ·
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 · · ·
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 · · ·
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 · · ·

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·

· · · 0 0 0 0
· · · −0.0000 0.0000 −0.0000 0.0000
· · · 0.0000 −0.0000 0.0000 −0.0000
· · · −0.0000 0.0000 −0.0000 0.0000
· · · 0.0000 −0.0000 0.0000 −0.0000
· · · −0.0000 0.0000 −0.0000 0.0000
· · · 0.0000 −0.0000 0.0000 −0.0000

.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
· · · −0.0684 0.0238 −0.0098 0.0021
· · · 0.1973 −0.0686 0.0282 −0.0059
· · · −0.5382 0.1870 −0.0770 0.0162
· · · 0.5520 −0.5392 0.2219 −0.0466
· · · 0.5284 0.4708 −0.6054 0.1271
· · · 0.2219 0.6178 0.7457 −0.3666
· · · 0 0 0 0



, (15)
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B =



1.0000
0.3468
0.1271
0.0441
0.0162
0.0056
0.0021
0.0007

.

.

.
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0



, xk+1 =



h
k+1
0

u
k+1
1

h
k+1
1

u
k+1
2

h
k+1
2

u
k+1
3

h
k+1
3

u
k+1
4

.

.

.

h
k+1
N

u
k+1

N+1
2

h
k+1
N+1

u
k+1
N+1

h
k+1
N+2

u
k+1

N+3
2



, xk =



hk
0

uk
1
2

hk
1

uk
3
2

hk
2

uk
5
2

hk
3

uk
7
2

.

.

.

hk
N−1

uk
N− 1

2
hk
N

uk
N+1

2
hk
N+1

uk
N+1



, uk =



1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.

.

.
0
0
0
0
0
0



, (16)

then, we construct a measurement equation at time k as follows:

y(k) = Cx(k) +Du(k), (17)

where

C =
(

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 · · · 0
)
, D = 0. (18)

Based on the eigenvalues of the original system (A,B,C,D), the system is asymp-
totically stable, while based on the rank of the controllability and observability matrix,
the system is uncontrollable (rank=29) and unobservable (rank=29). Thus, the original
system is non-minimal.

Because the original system is asymptotically stable and non-minimal, then we go
to step 2 (minimization, see Section 4). To produce a minimal system, we use com-
mand “minreal.m” in MATLAB [10]. The order of minimal system Gm is 29. By using
the parameters defined in this section, the asymptotically stable and minimal system
(controllable and observable) is given by

Gm =



0.9614 −0.1228 −0.0598 −0.0799 −0.0213 · · ·
0.0515 0.9614 0.0318 0.1105 −0.0233 · · ·

0 0 0.9315 −0.3160 0.0245 · · ·
0 0 0.2025 0.9315 0.0656 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0.8756 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0.3766 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 0 0 · · ·

− − −− − − −− − − −− − − −− − − −− − − −−
−0.2529 0.3194 −0.1701 0.0569 0.3133 · · ·

· · · −0.0476 0.0975 0.2965 0.0000 | 0.1482
· · · 0.0671 0.0223 0.2424 −0.0000 | 0.1212
· · · 0.0520 0.0104 0.1117 −0.0000 | 0.0559
· · · 0.1113 0.1192 0.3712 0.0000 | 0.1856
· · · 0.2364 −0.0964 0.1617 0.0000 | 0.0809
· · · −0.1058 0.1330 0.2081 −0.0000 | 0.1041
· · · −0.0591 −0.0082 0.1998 −0.0000 | 0.0999

.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. |
.
.
.

· · · −0.0042 −0.0460 0.0093 −0.0000 | 0.0047
· · · −0.0274 −0.1478 0.0198 0.0000 | 0.0099
· · · 0.1931 −0.0271 −0.0212 0.0000 | −0.0106
· · · 0.2287 −0.8517 −0.0339 0.0000 | −0.0169
· · · 1.0617 0.2287 −0.0240 −0.0000 | −0.0120
· · · 0 0 0 0 | 0.5000
· · · 0 0 0 0 | 0

− − −− − − −− − − −− − − −− − − −− | − − −−
· · · 0.0223 0.2130 0 0 | 0



. (19)
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Then we construct a balanced system of shallow water equations. In our case, the
balanced system (Ã,B̃,C̃,D̃) has the Hankel singular value shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The Hankel singular value of shallow water equation.

After we get a balanced system, we go to the model reduction process. In this
case, we reduce the model from order 29 to order 15 (Ãr, B̃r, C̃r, D̃r) by using the SPA.
Based on the eigenvalues of the reduced system, we conclude that the reduced system is
asymptotically stable, while based on the rank of the controllability matrix Mc and the
observability matrix Mo, the system is controllable (rank=15) and observable (rank=15).
Thus, the reduced system is minimal.

After that we compare the frequency response of the total reduced model of order 15
and the original system (minimal system) of order 29 to the original system in Figure 2
as follows. Here, we also show the model reduction using the balanced truncation (BT).

From Figure 2, we can analyze the frequency response of the original system and
the total reduced system of order 15 using the SPA method. We can see that the
frequency response has similarity in low frequency, but in high frequency, the frequency
response tends to be different. Furthermore, we can see that by using the BT method, the
frequency response has similarity in high frequency, but in low frequency, the frequency
response tends to be different. Thus, the SPA method is better in low frequency, whereas
the BT is better in high frequency.

From Figure 2, we can also determine the infinity norm of the error. The results are
given in Table 1. Based on Table 1, we know that both model reduction methods (SPA
and BT) have the same error bound.

9 Conclusions

The model reduction of unstable and non-minimal systems is conducted by applying
the decomposition and minimization to the system. From the results of analysis, the
properties of the reduced system are the same as the properties of the original system.
From the simulation results, we obtained that the SPA method is better in low frequency
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Figure 2: Frequency response of the reduced system with order 15 using SPA and BT to the
original system.

Order of Result Reduced Model (r) ‖ G−Gr ‖∞ by SPA ‖ G−Gr ‖∞ by BT
6 1.0199 1.0644
9 0.7101 1.1475
15 0.4047 0.2775
18 0.0443 0.0405
24 0.0061 0.0038
27 8.7333× 10−4 8.5926× 10−4

Table 1: The ∞ norm of (G−Gr) and the error bound.

and the BT method is better in high frequency. In terms of the error bound, the SPA
method and the BT method are almost the same.
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Abstract: This paper focuses on global stochastic (asymptotic) stability for a kind
of stochastic neutral networks with infinite delay and Markovian switching in a fading
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1 Introduction

Recently, some interesting studies in the literature have been reported, such as stability
of dynamical systems, especially stability of neural networks with Markovian switching
and time delay [1–3,6, 11,18].

Thanks to the advantages given by neural networks (NNs) they have attracted much
attention in these few recent years, and we have noted that the number of studies in that
field has rised. NNs systems have witnessed successful applications in many areas such
as securing communication systems, pattern recognition, signal processing, population
dynamics systems, chemical process control and especially, in processing static images
and combinatorial optimization [4]. All these applications are mainly related to the
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dynamical behaviors of the considered systems and their NNs equilibrium points [5,6,12,
14].

Since time-delay assignment in neural networks can cause oscillation and instability
behavior, so many researchers have been interested in the study of delay neural networks
[15–17].

It is worth noting that NNs are often perturbed by various kinds of environmental
noises, under which some properties of NNs may change. As mentioned in [12], envi-
ronmental noises can turn a given stable system into an unstable, that is why, one can
find many works that deal with stability of NNs disturbed by white noise. For example,
in [25], the authors have discussed the exponential stability of a kind of NNs with white
noise. They have set the sufficient conditions to guarantee stability of the considered
system. Also, in [27], the authors have studied a stochastic NNs system with infinite
delay, by means of Lyapunov method and It’s formula. They have derived some suffi-
cient conditions to ensure three types of stability. They have also shown that stochastic
stability of the considered system with small noise is maintained if the NNs with infinite
delay, is stable under some conditions. Recently, NNs with Markovian switching have
been considered, because NNs with Markovian switching comprise general NNs as a spe-
cial case [20–24]. For example, in [20], the authors have studied stability of a class of
delayed NNs with Markovian switching in which the jumping parameters are determined
by a continuous-time, and under some conditions, the pth moment exponential stability
is ensured. They have provided a numerical example to validate the theoretical results.
On the other hand, the work in [22] has dealt with stability of delayed stochastic NNs
with Markovian switching. The authors have shown stability of the considered system
and they have verified the founded results on three numerical examples.

To our best of knowledge, stability of stochastic Markovian switched NNs with infinite
delay in a fading memory phase space is not fully investigated in the literature, which is
the subject of our article.

Stimulated by the discussion of the studies mentioned above, our aim in this paper
is to study a kind of stochastic Markovian switched NNs system with infinite delay in
a fading memory phase space, considering white noise, infinite delay, and Markovian
switching in such model. Firstly, the existence and uniqueness of solutions are shown.
Secondly, by defining a Lyapunov Krasovskii functional, and using stochastic analysis
technique and M-matrix theory, we give sufficient conditions to ensure three easily verified
kinds of stochastic stability. These conditions are in terms of the coefficients of the
system. Finally, two numerical examples are provided to test the proposed conditions
and results.

This paper is organized as follows: we start by this introduction, then, in Section 2,
we give the used notations in this paper and we define the model to study. After that,
we introduce the definitions of three types of stochastic stability. In Section 3, existence
and uniqueness of solutions for the studied system are established. Then, the three types
of stochastic stability are discussed after styding existence and uniqueness. In Section 4,
two numerical examples are given.

2 Preliminaries

For the sake of simplicity, we give the following notations of this paper. Write R for
the set of real numbers and Rn for n dimensional Euclidean space. Denote a ∧ b (a ∨ b)
be the minimum (maximum) for (a, b) ∈ R2. For matrix A, its trace norm is defined
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by |A| =
(
Trace(ATA)

) 1
2 , with AT its transpose. Let Cµ =

{
φ ∈ C((−∞, 0];Rn) :

lim
θ→−∞

eµθφ(θ) exists in Rn
}

, with µ > 0, denote the family of continuous functions φ

defined on (−∞, 0] with norm |φ|µ = sup
θ≤0

eµθ|φ(θ)|.

The process xt : (−∞, 0] −→ Rn; θ 7−→ xt(θ) = x(t + θ);−∞ < θ ≤ 0 can be
regarded as a Cµ-value stochastic process, where xt(θ) = (x1t (θ), x

2
t (θ), ..., x

n
t (θ))T . The

initial data of the stochastic process is defined on (−∞, 0]. That is, the initial value is
x0(θ) = ξ(θ) for −∞ < θ ≤ 0.

We define Cµα , {φ ∈ Cµ; |φ|µ < α}. Let G be a vector or matrix. By G ≥ 0 we mean
each element of G is non-negative. By G > 0 we mean G ≥ 0 and at least one element
of G is positive. By G� 0 we mean all elements of G are positive.

Let (Ω,F ,F, P ) be a complete probability space with a filtration F = {Ft}t≥0 satis-
fying the usual conditions, and W (.) be a Brownian motion defined on the space. The
mathematical expectation with respect to the given probability measure P is denoted by
E(.). Let r(t) be a right-continuous Markov chain on the probability space taking values
in a finite state space M = {1, 2, ..., N} with the generator Γ = (γk`)N×N given by

P (r(t+ ∆t) = `/r(t) = k) =

{
γk`∆t+ o(∆t), k 6= `

1 + γkk∆t+ o(∆t), otherwise,

where ∆t > 0 and γk` > 0 is the transition rate from k to `. If k = `, it follows

γkk = −
N∑

`=1, 6̀=k
γk`. We also assume that Markov chain r(t) is independent of Brownian

motion W (t), and it is irreducible in the sense that the system of equations{
πΓ = 0,

π1 = 1,
(1)

has a unique positive solution, where 1 is a column vector with all component being 1.
The positive solution is termed a stationary distribution.

For any M > 0, define two random variables τyM and τMy as follows:

τyM = inf{t ≥ t0 : |y(t)| ≥M, |ξ|µ < M, a.s.},

τMy = inf{t ≥ t0 : |y(t)| ≤M, |ξ|µ > M, a.s.},

where y : [0,+∞) × Ω −→ R is a continuous stochastic process. The general NNs with
infinite delay can be described as Volterra integro-differential equations as follows:

u̇(t) = −Du(t) +Ag(u(t)) +

∫ t

−∞
CKT (t− s)g(u(s))ds+ J, (2)

u̇i(t) = −diui(t)+

n∑
j=1

aijgj(uj(t))+

n∑
j=1

cij

∫ t

−∞
Kij(t−s)gj(uj(s))ds+Ji, i = 1, 2, ..., n,

(3)
where u(t) = (u1(t), u2(t), ..., un(t))T ∈ Rn is the state vector associated with the neu-
rons, D = diag(d1, d2, ..., dn) � 0 is the firing rate of the neurons, A = (aij)n×n and
C = (cij)n×n are connection weight matrices J = (J1, J2, ..., Jn)T is the constant external
input vector, g(u) = (g1(u1), g2(u2), ..., gn(un)T is the neuron activation function vector,
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and Kij : [0,+∞) −→ [0,+∞) (i, j = 1, 2, ..., n) are piecewise continuous on [0,+∞)
satisfying ∫ +∞

0

Kij(s)e
µsds = K̄. i, j = 1, 2, ..., n. (4)

where K̄ is a positive constant depending on µ.
As mentioned in Section 1, it is assumed that system (2) has an equilibrium point

u∗ = (u∗1, u
∗
2, ..., u

∗
n). The conditions, which guarantee that system (2) has a unique

equilibrium point, can be found in [26]. By making a transformation x(t) = u(t) − u∗,
system (2) can be rewritten as

ẋ(t) = −Dx(t) +AF (x(t)) +

∫ t

−∞
CKT (t− s)F (x(s))ds, (5)

where F (x(t)) =
(
g1(x1(t) + u∗1), g2(x2(t) + u∗2), ..., gn(xn(t) + u∗n)

)T
,(

f1(x1(t)), f2(x2(t)), ..., fn(xn(t))
)t
. The main purpose of this paper is to study

system (5) disturbed by white noise and Markovian switching, which, naturally, could be
generalized into stochastic NNs with infinite delay and Markovian switching as follows:

dx(t) =
[
−Dx(t) +A(r(t))F (x(t)) +

∫ t

−∞
C(r(t))KT (t− s)F (x(s))ds

]
dt

+B(r(t))Q(x(t))dW (t),

(6)

where A(r(t)) =
(
aij(r(t))

)
n×n, C(r(t)) =

(
cij(r(t))

)
n×n, B(r(t)) =

(
bij(r(t))

)
n×n and

Q(x) =
(
q1(x1(t)), q2(x2(t)), ..., qn(xn(t))

)T
represents the disturbance intensity of white

noise satisfying Q(0) = 0.
For any k ∈ M, system (6) can be regarded as the result of the n stochastic NNs

with infinite delay

dx(t) =
[
−Dx(t)+A(k)F (x(t))+

∫ t

−∞
C(k)KT (t−s)F (x(s))ds

]
dt+B(k)Q(x(t))dW (t),

(7)
switching from one to the others according to the movement of the Markov chain.

For any (φ, k) ∈ Cµ ×M, we denote{
E
(
φ, k

)
= −Dφ(0) +A(k)F (φ(0)) +

∫ t
−∞ C(k)KT (t− s)F (φ(s− t))ds,

H
(
φ, k

)
= B(k)Q(φ(0)).

Let C2,1
(
Rn ×R+ ×M;R+

)
denote the family of all nonnegative functions V (x, t, k)

on Rn ×R+ ×M which are continuously twice differentiable in x and one differentiable
in t. If V ∈ C2,1

(
Rn×R+×M;R+

)
, define an operator LV from Rn×R+×M to R by

LV (x, t, k) = Vt(x, t, k) + Vx(x, t, k)E(xt, k) +
1

2
Trace

[
HT (xt, k)Vxx(x, t, k)H(xt, k)

]
+

N∑
`=1

γk`V (x, t, `),

where

Vt(x, t, k) =
∂V (x, t, k)

∂t
, Vx(x, t, k) =

(∂V (x, t, k)

∂x1
, ...,

∂V (x, t, k)

∂xn

)
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and

Vxx(x, t, k) =
(∂2V (x, t, k)

∂xi∂xj

)
n×n

.

In the sequel, we introduce the following concepts of stochastic stability.

Definition 2.1 [24]. The trivial solution of system (6) with initial data xt0 = ξ
is said to be stochastically stable if for every pair ε ∈ (0, 1) and α > 0, there exists a
δ = δ(ε, α) > 0 such that

P
{
|x(t, t0, ξ)| < α, t ≥ t0

}
≥ 1− ε,

whenever (ξ, k) ∈ Cµδ ×M.

Definition 2.2 [24]. The trivial solution of system (6) with initial data xt0 = ξ is
said to be stochastically asymptotically stable if it is stochastically stable and, moreover,
for every ε ∈ (0, 1), there exist δ0 = δ0(ε) > 0 such that

P
{

lim
t→∞

x(t, t0, ξ) = 0
}
≥ 1− ε,

whenever (ξ, k) ∈ Cµδ0 ×M.

Definition 2.3 [24]. The trivial solution of system (6) with initial data xt0 = ξ is
said to be globally stochastically asymptotically stable if it is stochastically stable and,
moreover, for any (ξ, k) ∈ Cµ ×M,

P
{

lim
t→∞

x(t, t0, ξ) = 0
}

= 1.

3 Main Results

In this section, we derive the criteria which are concerned with the three kinds of stochas-
tic stability defined in Section 2 for the solution to system (6). The proof is based on the
Lyapunov method, generalized It’s formula, some inequalities, and M-matrix technique.
Let us introduce first the following assumption.

Assumption 3.1 For each j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, functions gj : R −→ R and qj : R −→ R
satisfy global Lipschitz conditions

|gj(x)− gj(y)| ∨ |qj(x)− qj(y)| ≤ Lj |x− y|, for x, y ∈ R, (8)

that is,
|F (x)| ∨ |Q(x)| ≤ L|x|, (9)

where L = max{L1, L2, ..., Ln}. In addition, the initial data xt0 = ξ satisfies |ξ| :=
sup
θ≤0
|ξ(θ)| <∞.

Let us denote

βk := −d+ L|A(k)|+ 1

2
L2|B(k)|2 + n2K̄L|C(k)|, k ∈M,

and A := −diag(2β1, 2β2, ..., 2βn)− Γ, where d = min{d1, d2, ..., dn}.
Now, we introduce an existence and uniqueness result for the solution of system (6).

The steps of proof for this result are similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in [13].
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Theorem 3.1 Suppose that Assumption 3.1 holds. Then system (6) has a unique
global solution on (−∞,∞) with initial data ξ ∈ Cµ and r(t0) = r0.

Proof. By definition of the right continuous Markov jump r(.), there is a sequence
{τk}k≥0 of stoping times such that r(.) is a random constant on every interval [τk, τk+1),
that is r(t) = r(τk) on τk ≤ t < τk+1, for any k ≥ 0. We proceed by induction. We
consider first system (6) for t ∈ [τ0, τ1)

dx(t) =
[
−Dx(t) +A(r0)F (x(t)) +

∫ t

−∞
C(r0)KT (t− s)F (x(s))ds

]
dt

+B(r0)Q(x(t))dW (t)

=
[
−Dxt(0) +A(r0)F (xt(0)) +

∫ t

−∞
C(r0)KT (t− s)F (xt(s− t))ds

]
dt

+B(r0)Q(xt(0))dW (t).

(10)

By change of variable v = t− s, we get

dx(t) =
[
−Dxt(0) +A(r0)F (xt(0)) +

∫ +∞

0

C(r0)KT (v)F (xt(−v))dv
]
dt

+B(r0)Q(xt(0))dW (t).

For any ξ ∈ Cµ, let{
E(ξ, r0) = −Dξ(0) +A(r0)F (ξ(0)) +

∫ +∞
0

C(r0)KT (v)F (ξ(−v))dv,

H(ξ, r0) = B(r0)Q(ξ(0)),
(11)

then system (10) for t ∈ [τ0, τ1) can be rewrite as

dx(t) = E(xt, r0)dt+ H(xt, r0)dW (t). (12)

From (4), (9) and (11), we have

|E(ξ, r0)− E(ζ, r0)| ≤ |D||ξ(0)− ζ(0)|+ |A(r0)||F (ξ(0))− F (ζ(0))|

+

∫ +∞

0

|C(r0)KT (v)||F (ξ(−v))− F (ζ(−v))|dv

≤ |D||ξ(0)− ζ(0)|+ L|A(r0)||ξ(0)− ζ(0)|

+ L

∫ +∞

0

|C(r0)||KT (v)||ξ(−v)− ζ(−v)|dv

≤ |D||ξ(0)− ζ(0)|+ L|A(r0)||ξ(0)− ζ(0)|

+ L

∫ +∞

0

|C(r0)||KT (v)|eµve−µv|ξ(−v)− ζ(−v)|dv

≤
(
|D|+ L|A(r0)|+ n2L|C(r0)|K̄

)
|ξ − ζ|µ

and
|H(ξ, r0)−H(ζ, r0)| ≤ L|B(r0)||ξ − ζ|µ.

By the main theorem in [7], system (10) with initial condition ξ ∈ Cµ and r(t0) = r0 has
a unique solution on [τ0, τ1).
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If we consider system (10) for t ∈ [τ1, τ2), then, (12) becomes

dx(t) = E(xt, r1)dt+ H(xt, r1)dW (t). (13)

By the same argument of existence and uniqueness as the first step above, system (6)
with initial condition xτ1 ∈ Cµ and r(τ1) = r1 has a unique solution on [τ1, τ2).

By induction, system (6) with initial condition ξ ∈ Cµ and r(0) = r0 has a unique so-
lution on (−∞,∞). Next, to show stochastic stability, we need to following assumption.

Assumption 3.2 There is a λ = (λ1, λ2, ..., λN )T ≥ 0 in RN such that P = Aλ ≥ 0.

Theorem 3.2 Suppose that Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 hold. Then the trivial solution
to system (6) is stochastically stable.

Proof. For any ε ∈ (0, 1) and α > 0, we choose a sufficiently small δ = δ(ε, α) < α,
such that for any ξ ∈ Cµδ(ε,α),

λk|ξ|2µ + 2n2K̄L|ξ|µ < λkεα
2 for any k ∈M.

The choice of δ above is guaranteed by taking

λkδ
2 + 2n2K̄Lδ < λkεα

2 for any k ∈M.

Fix any ξ ∈ Cµδ and write x(t) , x(t, t0, ξ). For t ≥ t0, k = 1, 2, ..., N, let

V (x, t, k) =
1

2
λk|x|2 +

∫ +∞

t

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Kij(s− t)|fj(xj(2t− s))|ds. (14)

From Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2, we infer

LV (x(t), t, k) , Vx(x, t, k)
[
−Dx(t) +A(k)F (x(t)) +

∫ t

−∞
C(k)KT (t− s)F (x(s))ds

]
+ Vt(x, t, k) +

1

2
Trace

[(
B(k)Q(x(t))

)T
Vxx(x, t, k)

(
B(k)Q(x(t))

)]
+

N∑
`=1

γk`V (x(t), t, `)

= λkx
T (t)

[
−Dx(t) +A(k)F (x(t)) +

∫ t

−∞
C(k)KT (t− s)F (x(s))ds

]
−

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Kij(0)
∣∣fj(xj(t))∣∣+

λk
2
Trace

[(
B(k)Q(x(t))

)T (
B(k)Q(x(t))

)]

+

N∑
`=1

γk`

[λ`
2
|x(t)|2 +

∫ +∞

t

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Kij(s− t)
∣∣fj(xj(2t− s))∣∣ds]

= −λk
n∑
i=1

dix
2
i (t) + λk

n∑
i=1

xi(t)

n∑
j=1

aij(k)fj(xj(t))
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+ λk

∫ t

−∞

n∑
i=1

xi(t)

n∑
j=1

n∑
`=1

ci`(k)K`j(t− s)fj(xj(s))ds

−
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Kij(0)
∣∣fj(xj(t))∣∣+

λk
2

n∑
i=1

( n∑
j=1

bij(k)qj(xj(t))
)2

+

N∑
`=1

γk`
λ`
2
|x(t)|2

≤ −λk
n∑
i=1

dix
2
i (t) + λk

n∑
i=1

|xi(t)|
n∑
j=1

Lj |aij(k)||xj(t)|

+
λk
2

( n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

b2ij(k)
) n∑
j=1

q2j (xj(t))

+ λk

∫ t

−∞

n∑
i=1

|xi(t)|
n∑
j=1

n∑
`=1

LjKij(t− s)|ci`(k)||xj(s)|ds+

N∑
`=1

γk`
λ`
2
|x(t)|2.

By using the fact that x(t) = x(t+ 0) = xt(0) and the transformation v = t− s, one has

LV (x(t), t, k) ≤ −λk
n∑
i=1

dix
2
i (t) + λkL

( n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

a2ij(k)
) 1

2
n∑
i=1

x2i (t)

+
λk
2
L2
( n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

b2ij(k)
) n∑
i=1

x2i (t)

+ λk

∫ +∞

0

n∑
i=1

|xit(0)|
n∑
j=1

n∑
`=1

LjKij(v)|ci`(k)||xjt (−v)|dv +

N∑
`=1

γk`
λ`
2
|x(t)|2

≤ λk
[
−

n∑
i=1

di|xit(0)|2 + L
( n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

a2ij(k)
) 1

2
n∑
i=1

|xit(0)|2

+
L2

2

( n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

b2ij(k)
) n∑
i=1

|xit(0)|2

+ |xt|µ|C(k)|L
∫ +∞

0

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Kij(v)eµve−µv|xjt (−v)|dv
]

+

N∑
`=1

γk`
λ`
2
|xt(0)|2

≤ λk
[
− d+ L|A(k)|+ 1

2
L2|B(k)|2 + n2K̄L|C(k)|

]
|xt|2µ +

N∑
`=1

γk`
λ`
2
|xt|2µ

≤ 1

2

(
2λkβk +

N∑
`=1

γk`λ`

)
|xt|2µ

≤ −1

2
pk|xt|2µ.

Thus, by use of It’s generalized formula, for any t ≥ t0,

EV (x(t ∧ ταx ), t ∧ ταx , k) = EV (x(t0), t0, k) + E

∫ t∧ταx

t0

LV (x(s), s, r(s))ds
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= EV (ξ(0), t0, k) + E

∫ t∧ταx

t0

LV (x(s), s, r(s))ds

≤ EV (ξ(0), t0, k).

Besides, by use of Assumption 3.1 and Eq. (4) we obtain

EV (x(t0), t0, k) = E
(λk

2

n∑
i=1

x2i (t0)
)

+ E
( ∫ +∞

t0

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Kij(s− t0)|fj(xj(2t0 − s))|ds
)

≤ λk
2
E|ξ|2µ + E

∫ +∞

0

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Kij(v)|fj(xt0j(−v))|dv

≤ λk
2
E|ξ|2µ + n2K̄LE|ξ|µ.

We also have

V (x(t ∧ ταx ), t ∧ ταx , k) ≥ λk
2
|x(t ∧ ταx )|2

E
[
1{ταx <t}V (x(t ∧ ταx ), t ∧ ταx , k)

]
≥ E

[
1{ταx <t}V (x(ταx ), ταx , k)

]
≥ λk

2
E
[
1{ταx <t}|x(ταx )|2

]
≥ λk

2
α2E

[
1{ταx <t}

]
=
λk
2
α2P (ταx < t).

Consequently,

λkα
2

2
P{ταx < t} ≤ E

(
1{ταx <t}V (x(ταx ), ταx , k)

)
≤ EV (x(t ∧ ταx ), t ∧ ταx , k)

≤ λk
2
|ξ|2µ + n2K̄L|ξ|µ

<
λk
2
εα2,

gives
P{ταx < t} < ε.

Letting t −→∞ we have P{ταx <∞} < ε, which is equivalent to

P{|x(t, t0, ξ)| ≤ α, t ≥ t0} ≥ 1− ε. (15)

This completes the proof.
For stochastic asymptotic stability and global stochastic asymptotic stability, we add

the following assumption.

Assumption 3.3 If A is a nonsingular M-matrix, there is a λ = (λ1, λ2, ..., λN )T �
0 in RN such that P = Aλ� 0.

For further properties on M-matrices, we refer the readers to Chapter 2 of [24].

Theorem 3.3 Suppose that Assumptions 3.1 and 3.3 hold. Then the trivial solution
of system (6) is stochastically asymptotically stable.
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Idea of proof:
The proof is similar to the one in [13]. The only differences are

• Inequality (17) in [13] becomes: For δ1 and any ε1 ∈ (0, 1), there exists a H(ε1, δ)
sufficiently large such that

P{|x(t, θ∗, ξθ∗)| ≤ H, t ≥ θ∗} ≥ 1− ε1
4
, and P{|xθ∗ |µ < H, θ∗ ≤ t} = 1.

• Inequality before (20) in [13] becomes

K̄ <
(λkα)2

2n2LH
.

• In a slightly different way as in [13], we define the Lyapunov function by

V (x, t, k) =
λk
2

n∑
i=1

x2i +

∫ +∞

t

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Kij(s− t)|fj(xj(2t− s))|ds.

Theorem 3.4 Suppose that Assumptions 3.1 and 3.3 hold. Then the trivial solution
of system (6) is globally stochastically asymptotically stable.

We omit this proof because it is very similar to the equivalent one in [13].

4 Applications

Two examples are given. In the first example, we consider system (6) on R3 and the
Markov process r(t) is switching between two subsystems. In the second example, we
define system (6) on R2 and the Markov process r(t) switches between tree subsystems.

Example 4.1 Let r(t) be a right-continuous Markovian chain taking values inM =
{1, 2} with generator

Γ = (γij)2×2 =

(
−1 1
3 −3

)
.

Consider a three dimensional system of type (6) with the following specifications

D =

12 0 0
0 12 0
0 0 12

 , A(1) =

1.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 0.25
0.5 0.5 0.5

 ,

B(1) =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 , C(1) =

0.25 0 0
0 0.3 0
0 0 0.2

 ,

A(2) =

 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.8 0.5 0.5
0.25 0.25 0.5

 , B(2) =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 , C(2) =

0.2 0 0
0 0.2 0
0 0 0.4

 .
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We rewrite System (6) in the following detailed form

dx(t) =
[
− 12x(t) + a11(r(t))f(x(t)) + a12(r(t))f(y(t)) + a13(r(t))f(z(t))

+
∫ t
−∞ c11(r(t))es−t(f(x(s))+f(y(s))+f(z(s)))ds

]
dt+b11(r(t)) sinx(t)dW (t),

dy(t) =big[−12y(t) + a21(r(t))f(x(t)) + a22(r(t))f(y(t)) + a23(r(t))f(z(t))

+
∫ t
−∞ c22(r(t))es−2t(f(x(s))+f(y(s))+f(z(s)))ds

]
dt+b22(r(t)) sin y(t)dW (t),

dz(t) =
[
− 12z(t) + a31(r(t))f(x(t)) + a32(r(t))f(y(t)) + a33(r(t))f(z(t))

+
∫ t
−∞ c33(r(t))es−t(f(x(s))+f(y(s))+f(z(s)))ds

]
dt+b33(r(t)) sin z(t)dW (t),

(16)
where f(x) satisfies a global Lipschitz condition with a Lipschitz constant L = 1. We
choose f(x) = x.

In order to get the conditions of Theorem 3.4

a) We take qj(x) = sinx, j = 1, 2, 3. Then Assumption 3.1 holds.

b) We choose K(t− s) = es−t. Then, K̄ = 1
1−µ for 0 < µ < 1.

c) For µ = 0.5, we can see that β1 = −0.5870 and β2 = −0.1768, so A =(
2.1739 −1.000
−3.000 3.3537

)
,

which implies immediately that Assumption 3.3 is satisfied. By Theorem 3.4, the trivial
solution to System (16) is globally stochastically asymptotically stable.

Figure 1 shows the way of randomly switching between the two subsystems with initial
condition r(0) = 1. Figure 2 shows trajectory of the stochastic approximate solution for
system (16) with initial condition x(t) = sin2(t), y(t) = 0.5 cos2(t), z(t) = 0.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Time t 

 

 
Jump process r(t)

Figure 1: Jump process r(t) with initial
condition r(0)=1.
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−2

−1
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1
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x(t)
y(t)
z(t)

Figure 2: Approximate solution of system
(16).

Example 4.2 Let r(t) be a right-continuous Markovian chain taking values inM =
{1, 2, 3} with generator

Γ = (γij)3×3 =

−2 1 1
2 −4 2
3 2 −5

 .

Consider a two-dimensional System (6) with the following specification

D =

(
15 0
0 15

)
, A(1) =

(
2 1
1 1.5

)
, B(1) =

(
1 0
0 1

)
C(1) =

(
0.5 0

0
√

2,

)
,
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A(2) =

(
2 0.5

0.3 0.8

)
B(2) =

(√
0.2 0

0
√

0.2

)
, C(2) =

(
1 0

0
√

2
√

2

)
.

A(3) =

(
2 0.25

0.25 0.5

)
, B(3) =

(
1 0
0 1

)
, C(3) =

(
0.3 0
0 0.5,

)
.

We rewrite system (6) in the following detailed form
dx(t) =

[
− 15x(t) + a11(r(t))h(x(t)) + a12(r(t))y(t)

+
∫ t
−∞ c11(r(t))es−t(h(x(s)) + h(y(s)))ds

]
dt+ b11(r(t))q1(x(t))dW (t),

dy(t) =
[
− 15x(t) + a21(r(t))h(x(t)) + a22(r(t))y(t)

+
∫ t
−∞ c22(r(t))es−t(h(x(s)) + h(y(s)))ds

]
dt+ b22(r(t))q2(x(t))dW (t),

(17)

where q1(x) = q2(x) = sinx satisfy a global Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant
L = 1, h(x) = sinx. This means that Assumption 3.1 is verified. To assure Assumption
3.3, let µ = 0.4. Then, we can see that β1 = −1.1277, β2 = −1.0214 and β3 = −8.0210.
So

A =

+4.2554 −1.000 −1.0000
−2.0000 +6.0428 −2.0000
−3.0000 −2.0000 21.0421

 .

Hence, it is guaranteed that A is a nonsingular M-matrix. By Theorem 3.4, System (17)
is globally asymptotically stochastic stable.

Figure 3 shows a way of random switching between the three subsystems with initial
condition r(0) = 1. Figure 4 depicts the stochastic approximate solution for System (17)
with initial condition x(t) = sin2(t), y(t) = 0.6.
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Figure 3: Jump process r(t) with initial
condition r(0)=1.
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Figure 4: Approximate solution of System
(17).

5 Conclusion

We have provided the existence and uniqueness of solutions for a kind of NNs with Marko-
vian switching. Basing on the Lyapunov method and stochastic analysis and M -matrix
theory, we have given the new conditions that ensure stochastic stability, stochastic
asymptotic stability and global stochastic asymptotic stability of neural networks with
Markovian switching and infinite time delay in a phase space. Two simulated numerical
examples under Matlab have been presented to validate the proposed conditions.
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We notice that the stability of the system depends also on the positive number µ asso-
ciated to the phase space. Also the theoretical outcome in this paper can be applied to
many complex systems and other NNs, such as the processing of motion related phenom-
ena.
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Abstract: This paper deals with the exact solutions of a Klein-Gordon system of
equations. The (G′/G)-expansion method has been employed to derive kink solutions,
solitary wave solutions and singular solutions. Solitary wave solutions have also been
derived for the Klein-Gordon system using the Weierstrass elliptic function method.
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1 Introduction

The nonlinear evolution equations (NLEEs) are the most important fields of research in
applied mathematics and theoretical physics. There are several forms of NLEEs that
arise in various branches of science and engineering [1–5]. Exact solutions of NLEEs
play an important role as they provide a better insight into the various aspects of the
problem which leads to significant applications. Several methods such as the tanh method
[6–11], exponential function method [12], Jacobi elliptic function (JEF) method [13–15],
mapping methods [16–21] have been applied in the last few decades and the results
have been reported. Also, many physical phenomena have been governed by systems of
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partial differential equations (PDEs) and there have been significant contributions in this
area [22,23].

In this paper, we use the (G′/G)-expansion method [24–28] to find some exact solu-
tions for a coupled Klein-Gordon equation [29]. The paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we give a mathematical analysis of the (G′/G)-expansion method, in Section
3, we derive solitary wave solutions (SWSs) and kink solutions to the nonlinear Klein-
Gordon system, in Section 4, we use the Weierstrass elliptic function (WEF) method [30]
to derive SWSs of the Klein-Gordon system of equations, in Section 5 we write down the
conclusion.

2 (G′/G)-Expansion Method

Consider the nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE)

P (u, ut, ux, utt, uxt, uxx, ...) = 0, (1)

where u(x, t) is an unknown function, P is a polynomial in u = u(x, t) and its various
partial derivatives. The traveling wave variable ξ = x − ct reduces the PDE (1) to the
ordinary differential equation (ODE)

P (u,−cu′, u′,−c2u′′,−cu′′, u′′, ...) = o, (2)

where u = u(ξ) and ′ denotes differentiation with respect to ξ.

We suppose that the solution of equation (2) can be expressed by a polynomial in(
G′

G

)
as follows:

u(ξ) =

m∑
i=0

ai

(
G′

G

)i
, am 6= 0, (3)

where ai(i = 0, 1, 2, ..) are constants. Here, G satisfies the second order linear ODE

G′′(ξ) + λG′(ξ) + µG(ξ) = 0 (4)

with λ and µ being constants. The positive integer m can be determined by a balance
between the highest order derivative term and the nonlinear term appearing in equation
(2). By substituting equation (3) into equation (2) and using equation (4), we get a
polynomial in G′/G. The coefficients of various powers of G′/G give rise to a set of
algebraic equations for ai (i = 0, 1, 2, ...,m), λ and µ.

The general solution of equation (4) is a linear combination of sinh and cosh or of
sine and cosine functions if ∆ = λ2 − 4µ > 0 or ∆ = λ2 − 4µ < 0, respectively. In this
paper we consider only the first case and so,

G(ξ) = e−λξ/2

(
C1 sinh(

√
λ2 − 4µ

2
ξ) + C2 cosh(

√
λ2 − 4µ

2
ξ)

)
, (5)

where C1 and C2 are arbitrary constants.
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3 Klein-Gordon System of Equations

Consider the Klein-Gordon system of equations

uxx − utt − u− 2u3 − 2uv = 0, (6)

vx − vt − 4uut = 0. (7)

We seek TWSs of equations (6) and (7) in the form u = u(ξ), v = v(ξ), ξ = x − ct.
Then equations (6) and (7) give

(1− c2)u′′ − u− 2u3 − 2uv = 0, (8)

v′ + cv′ + 4cuu′ = 0. (9)

Integrating equation (9) with respect to ξ and using the solitary wave boundary condi-
tions, we get

v = − 2c

1 + c
u2. (10)

Substituting for v into equation (8), we obtain

(1− c)(1 + c)2u′′ − (1 + c)u− 2(1− c)u3 = 0. (11)

Assuming the expansion u(ξ) =

m∑
i=0

ai

(
G′

G

)i
, am 6= 0 in equation (11) and balancing

the nonlinear term and the derivative term, we get m+ 2 = 3m so that m = 1.
So, we assume a solution of equation (11) in the form

u(ξ) = a0 + a1

(
G′

G

)
, a1 6= 0. (12)

So, we can obtain

u′(ξ) = −a1
(
G′

G

)2

− λa1
(
G′

G

)
− µa1, (13)

u′′(ξ) = 2a1

(
G′

G

)3

+ 3a1λ

(
G′

G

)2

+ (a1λ
2 + 2a1µ)

(
G′

G

)
+ a1λµ, (14)

u3(ξ) = a31

(
G′

G

)3

+ 3a0a
2
1

(
G′

G

)2

+ 3a20a1

(
G′

G

)
+ a30. (15)

Now, substituting equations (12), (14) and (15) into equation (11) and collecting the

coefficients of

(
G′

G

)i
, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, we get

(1− c)(1 + c)2a1λµ− (1 + c)a0 − 2(1− c)a30 = 0, (16)
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a1(1− c)(1 + c)2(λ2 + 2µ)− (1 + c)a1 − 6(1− c)a20a1 = 0, (17)

3a1λ(1− c)(1 + c)2 − 6a0a
2
1(1− c) = 0, (18)

2(1− c)(1 + c)2a1 − 2(1− c)a31 = 0. (19)

From equation (19), we get

a1 = ±(1 + c). (20)

Equation (18) leads us to

a0 = ±λ
2

(1 + c) =
λ

2
a1. (21)

When µ = 0 in equation (17), we get λ = ±
√

2

c2 − 1
and when λ = 0, we get µ =

1

2(1− c2)
. In both cases, ∆ = λ2 − 4µ =

2

c2 − 1
.

Equation (17) is identically satisfied in both cases without any constraints on the
coefficients of the governing equation.

Case 1: µ = 0, λ =

√
2

c2 − 1
,

u1(x, t) = ±

√
− 1 + c

2(1− c)

1 +
(C1 − C2)(1− tanh 1

2

√
2

c2−1 (x− ct))

C1tanh 1
2

√
2

c2−1 (x− ct) + C2

 , (22)

v1(x, t) =
c

1− c

1 +
(C1 − C2)(1− tanh 1

2

√
2

c2−1 (x− ct))

C1tanh 1
2

√
2

c2−1 (x− ct) + C2

2

. (23)

Here, C1 6= ±C2 and c > 1.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 represent the solutions given by equations (22) and (23), re-

spectively.

Case 2: µ = 0, λ = −
√

2

c2 − 1
,

u2(x, t) = ±

√
− 1 + c

2(1− c)

1 +
(C1 + C2)(1− tanh 1

2

√
2

c2−1 (x− ct))

C2 − C1tanh 1
2

√
2

c2−1 (x− ct)

 , (24)

v2(x, t) =
c

1− c

1 +
(C1 + C2)(1− tanh 1

2

√
2

c2−1 (x− ct))

C2 − C1tanh 1
2

√
2

c2−1 (x− ct)

2

. (25)
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Figure 1: The solution for u1(x, t), c = 3, C1 = 0, C2 = 1.

Figure 2: The solution for v1(x, t), c = 3, C1 = 0, C2 = 1.
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Here also, C1 6= ±C2 and c > 1.

Case 3: λ = 0, µ =
1

2(1− c2)
,

u3(x, t) = ±

√
− 1 + c

2(1− c)

C1 + C2tanh 1
2

√
2

c2−1 ξ

C1tanh 1
2

√
2

c2−1 ξ + C2

 , (26)

v3(x, t) =
c

1− c

C1 + C2tanh 1
2

√
2

c2−1 ξ

C1tanh 1
2

√
2

c2−1 ξ + C2

2

. (27)

In this case also, we have the same restrictions on c, C1 and C2.

4 Weierstrass Elliptic Function Solutions of Klein-Gordon Equation

The Weierstrass elliptic function (WEF) ℘(ξ; g2, g3) with invariants g2 and g3 satisfy

℘′
2

= 4℘3 − g2℘− g3, (28)

where g2 and g3 are related by the inequality

g32 − 27g23 > 0. (29)

The WEF ℘(ξ) is related to the JEFs by the following relations:

sn(ξ) = [℘(ξ)− e3]
−1/2

, (30)

cn(ξ) =

[
℘(ξ)− e1
℘(ξ)− e3

]1/2
, (31)

dn(ξ) =

[
℘(ξ)− e2
℘(ξ)− e3

]1/2
, (32)

where e1, e2, e3 satisfy

4z3 − g2z − g3 = 0 (33)

with

e1 =
1

3
(2−m2), e2 =

1

3
(2m2 − 1), e3 = −1

3
(1 +m2). (34)

From equation (34), one can see that the modulus m of the JEF and the e′s of the
WEF are related by

m2 =
e2 − e3
e1 − e3

. (35)
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We consider the ODE of order 2k given by

d2kφ

dξ2k
= f(φ; r + 1), (36)

where f(φ; r + 1) is an (r + 1) degree polynomial in φ. We assume that

φ = γQ2s(ξ) + µ (37)

is a solution of equation (36), where γ and µ are arbitrary constants and Q(2s)(ξ) is the

(2s)th derivative of the reciprocal Weierstrass elliptic function (RWEF)Q(ξ) =
1

℘(ξ)
, ℘(ξ)

being the WEF.
It can be shown that the (2s)th derivative of the RWEF Q(ξ) is a (2s + 1) degree

polynomial in Q(ξ) itself. Therefore, for φ to be a solution of equation (36), we should
have the relation

2k − r = 2rs. (38)

So, it is necessary that 2k ≥ r for us to assume a solution in the form of equation
(37). But this is in no way a sufficient condition for the existence of the PWS in the
form of equation (37).

Now, we shall search for the WEF solutions of equation (11). For a solution in the
form of equation (37), we should have r = 2 and k = 1 so that s = 0. So, our solution
will be

u(ξ) =
γ

℘(ξ)
+ µ. (39)

Substituting equation (39) into equation (11) and equating the coefficients of like
powers of ℘(ξ) to zero, we obtain

℘3(ξ) : 2γ(1− c)(1 + c)2 − µ(1 + c)− 2µ3(1− c) = 0, (40)

℘2(ξ) : −γ(1 + c)− 6γµ2(1− c) = 0, (41)

℘(ξ) : −3

2
γg2(1− c)(1 + c)2 − 6γ2µ(1− c) = 0, (42)

℘0(ξ) : −2γg3(1− c)(1 + c)2 − 2γ3(1− c) = 0. (43)

From equations (40)-(43), it can be found that

γ = ±(1 + c)
√
−g3, (44)

µ = ±

√
− 1 + c

6(1− c)
, (45)
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g2 = − 4γµ

(1 + c)2
. (46)

From equations (44), (45) and (46), one can infer that g3 < 0, |c| should be greater
than 1 and γ and µ are of opposite signs as g2 should always be positive. Equation (40)
leads us to the value of g3 given by

g3 =
1

54(1− c)3(1 + c)3
, (47)

which clearly indicates that g3 < 0 when |c| > 1. The condition g32 − 27g23 > 0 gives the
constraint relation

γµ < − 1

12(4)1/3(1− c)2
. (48)

One may observe that both sides of the inequality (48) are always negative as γ and
µ are of opposite signs.

The equations (30)–(32) will give rise to the same PWS of equation (11) which can be
obtained using equation (39) with the help of equation (34). Thus, the PWS of equation
(11) in terms of JEFs can be written as

u(ξ) =
γsn2(ξ)

1− 1
3 (1 +m2)sn2(ξ)

+ µ. (49)

As m→ 1, the SWS of the Klein-Gordon system given by equations (6) and (7) are

u(x, t) =
γtanh2(x− ct)

1− 2
3 tanh2(x− ct)

+ µ (50)

and

v(x, t) = − 2c

1 + c

[
γtanh2(x− ct)

1− 2
3 tanh2(x− ct)

+ µ

]2
, (51)

where γ and µ are given by equations (44) and (45).

5 Conclusions

The (G′/G)-expansion method has been applied to a Klein-Gordon system of equations.
The kink wave solutions and SWSs have been graphically illustrated. It was found that
there are no restrictions on the coefficients in the governing equation for the solutions in
terms of hyperbolic functions to exist. The WEF method has also been applied to the
Klein-Gordon system to derive SWSs. We intend to apply the method for higher order
and higher dimensional PDEs of physical interest.
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1 Introduction

It is well known that the following two fixed points are very important.

Theorem 1.1 (Schauder’s fixed point theorem) Let Ω be a nonempty, bounded,
closed, and convex subset of a Banach space E. Then each continuous and compact map
T : Ω→ Ω has at least one fixed point in Ω.

The Schauder fixed point theorem plays an important role in nonlinear analysis. In
1955, Darbo [9] proved a fixed point property for set-contraction on a closed, bounded
and convex subset of Banach spaces in terms of the measure of noncompactness, which
was first defined by Kuratowski [17].
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Theorem 1.2 (Darbo’s fixed point theorem) Let Ω 6= ∅ be a bounded, closed,
and convex subset of a Banach space E and let T : Ω → Ω be a continuous mapping.
Assume that there exists a constant k ∈ [0, 1) such that

α(TX) ≤ kα(X) (1)

for any nonempty subset X ⊂ Ω, where α is a measure of noncompactness defined in E.
Then T has a fixed point in Ω.

Darbo’s fixed point theorem is a significant extension of the Schauder fixed point
theorem, and it also plays a key role in nonlinear analysis, especially in proving the
existence of solutions for many classes of nonlinear equations. Since then, some general-
izations of Darbo’s fixed point theorem have appeared. For example, we refer the reader
to [1–3,6, 13,23] and the references therein.

Recently, the authors of [21] established the following new fixed point theorem, which
is a generalization of Darbo’s fixed point theorem.

Theorem 1.3 (See [21, Lemma 2.4]) Let F be a closed and convex subset of a
real Banach space E, A : F → F be a continuous operator, and A(F ) be bounded. For
any bounded subset B ⊂ F , put

Ã1(B) = A(B) and Ãn+1(B) = A(co(Ãn(B))), n ∈ N.

If there exist a constant 0 ≤ k < 1 and n0 ∈ N such that for any bounded subset B ⊂ F ,

α(Ãn0(B)) ≤ kα(B), (2)

then A has a fixed point in F .

As an application of their result, the authors in [21] investigated the existence of
global solutions of the Volterra type integral equation

u(t) = h(t) +

∫ t

0

G(t, s)f(s, u(s), (Tu)(s), (Su)(s))ds, t ∈ J, (3)

where J = [0, a], a > 0, f ∈ C(J × E × E × E,E),

(Tu)(t) =

∫ t

0

k(t, s)u(s)ds, (Su)(t) =

∫ a

0

h(t, s)u(s)ds, t ∈ J,

k ∈ C(D,R), h ∈ C(D0,R),

D = {(t, s) ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ a}, D0 = {(t, s) ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ t, s ≤ a},

and R denotes the set of real numbers. The main results of [21] extend and improve re-
lated results in [11,12,20–22]. For other results concerning integro-differential equations,
we refer to [4, 5, 7, 8, 10,14–16].

Motivated by the above works, in this paper, we first establish a new fixed point
theorem (Theorem 2.1), which is an extension of Schauder’s fixed point theorem. Then,
by using this extended Schauder fixed point theorem, we get a new extension of Darbo’s
fixed point theorem (Theorem 2.2). As an application of the new extended Darbo fixed
point theorem, we obtain the existence of global solutions of (3). The existence result
(Theorem 3.1) includes and extends and improves related results in [11,12,20–22].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our main results, the
extensions of Schauder’s and Darbo’s fixed point theorems. In Section 3, in order to
demonstrate the applicability of our main results, we obtain the existence of global
solutions of (3).
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2 Main Results

Throughout this paper, let C(J,E) denote the Banach space of all continuous mappings
u : J → E with norm ‖u‖c = maxt∈J ‖u(t)‖, while C1(J,E) denotes the Banach space of
all u ∈ C(J,E) such that u′ is continuous on J with norm ‖u‖c1 = max{‖u‖c , ‖u′‖c}. Let
α denote the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness in E and C(J,E). Please, see [18]
for more details on the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness. For any B ∈ C(J,E),
t ∈ J , let

B(t) = {u(t) : u ∈ B} ⊂ E,

(TB)(t) =

{∫ t

0

k(t, s)u(s)ds : u ∈ B
}
,

(SB)(t) =

{∫ a

0

h(t, s)u(s)ds : u ∈ B
}
.

For any R > 0, let

TR = {x ∈ E : ‖x‖ ≤ R} and BR = {u ∈ C(J,E) : ‖u‖c ≤ R}.

Lemma 2.1 (See [12]) If B ⊂ C(J,E) is bounded and equicontinuous, then
co(B) ⊂ C(J,E) is also bounded and equicontinuous.

Lemma 2.2 (See [12]) If B ⊂ C(J,E) is bounded and equicontinuous, then α(B(t))
is continuous on J and

α

(∫
J

B(s)ds

)
≤
∫
J

α(B(s))ds.

Lemma 2.3 (See [19]) If f is bounded and uniformly continuous on J × TR ×
TR × TR for all R > 0 and B ⊂ C(J,E) is bounded and equicontinuous, then
{f(t, u(t), (Tu)(t), (Su)(t)) : u ∈ B} is bounded and equicontinuous in C(J,E).

First, we give the extension of Schauder’s fixed point theorem.

Theorem 2.1 Let D be a closed and convex subset of a real Banach space E. Suppose
that the operator A : D → D is continuous. If there exists n0 ∈ N such that Ãn0−1(D)

is bounded and α(Ãn0(D)) = 0, where

Ã0(D) = D and Ãn(D) = co(A(Ãn−1(D))), n ∈ N,

then A has a fixed point in D.

Proof. Since A(D) ⊂ D and D is a closed convex subset, we have

Ã1(D) = co(A(D)) ⊂ co(D) = D = Ã0(D).

Hence,
Ã2(D) = co(A(Ã1(D))) ⊂ co(A(D)) = Ã1(D).

By the method of mathematical induction, we can deduce that

Ãn(D) ⊂ Ãn−1(D), n ∈ N.
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Thus,
A(Ãn0−1(D)) ⊂ co(A(Ãn0−1(D))) = Ãn0(D) ⊂ Ãn0−1(D).

Consequently, A : Ãn0−1(D) → Ãn0−1(D) is continuous. Moreover, for any bounded

subset S ⊂ Ãn0−1(D), we get

A(S) ⊂ A(Ãn0−1(D)) ⊂ Ãn0(D),

and hence,
α(A(S)) ≤ α(Ãn0(D)) = 0.

Noting that Ãn0−1(D) is a closed bounded convex subset of E, we know from Schauder’s

fixed point theorem that A has a fixed point in Ãn0−1(D) ⊂ D.

Remark 2.1 The well-known Schauder fixed point theorem is the special case n0 = 1
of Theorem 2.1.

By using Theorem 2.1, we now present a new extension of Darbo’s fixed point theorem.

Theorem 2.2 Let D be a closed and convex subset of a real Banach space E. Suppose
that the operator A : D → D is continuous. For any bounded subset B ⊂ E, put

Ã0(B) = B and Ãn(B) = A(co(Ãn−1(B))), n ∈ N. (4)

If there exists n0 ∈ N such that Ãn0−1(D) is bounded and for any decreasing sequence of
sets {Bn} ⊂ D, n ∈ N,

α

(
Ãn0

( ∞⋂
n=1

Bn

))
= 0, (5)

then A has a fixed point in D.

Proof. Let
B0 = D and Bn = co(Ãn0(Bn−1)), n ∈ N. (6)

Then (6) and A : D → D imply that

B1 = co(Ãn0(B0)) ⊂ D = B0.

Hence, Ãn0(B1) ⊂ Ãn0(B0). Therefore,

B2 = co(Ãn0(B1)) ⊂ co(Ãn0(B0)) = B1.

By the method of mathematical induction, we can prove

Bn ⊂ Bn−1, n ∈ N. (7)

If we set

B̂ =

∞⋂
n=0

Bn, (8)

where {Bn} is defined as in (6), then B̂ is a nonempty and convex subset in D. Hence,
(5), (7), and (8) imply

α(Ãn0(B̂)) = 0. (9)
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Since Ãn0−1(D) is bounded, we get that

Ãn0−1(B̂) is bounded. (10)

Next, we shall prove
A(B̂) ⊂ B̂. (11)

In fact, from B1 ⊂ co(Ãn0−1(B0)), we have

A(B1) ⊂ A(co(Ãn0−1(B0))) = Ãn0(B0) ⊂ co(Ãn0(B0)) = B1.

By the same method, we can prove A(Bn) ⊂ Bn, n ∈ N. Hence, we get

A(B̂) =

∞⋂
n=0

A(Bn) ⊂
∞⋂

n=0

Bn = B̂.

Then (11) holds. From (9), (10), (11), and Theorem 2.1, we deduce that A has a fixed

point in B̂ ⊂ D.

Remark 2.2 When
Bn ≡ D, n ∈ N

in Theorem 2.2, then Theorem 2.1 is obtained.

Remark 2.3 When
n0 = 1, Bn ≡ D, n ∈ N

in Theorem 2.2, then Theorem 1.2, i.e., Darbo’s fixed point theorem is obtained. So
Theorem 2.2 includes and extends Darbo’s fixed point theorem.

Remark 2.4 Comparing with [21, Lemma 2.4], i.e., Theorem 1.3, the conclusion
of Theorem 2.2 is the same. But the conditions are different. First, the assumption
that Ãn0−1(D) is bounded is weaker than that A(D) is bounded in [21, Lemma 2.4].
After that, we only need to consider the decreasing sequences without the boundedness
{Bn} ⊂ D in (5), while [21, Lemma 2.4] needs to consider all bounded sets B ⊂ F in
(2). Finally, (5) and (2) cannot be deduced from each other. Above all, Theorem 2.2 is
a good supplement to the extension of Darbo’s fixed point theorem.

3 Applications

Now, as an application of Theorem 2.2, we give an existence theorem for global solutions
of (3).

Theorem 3.1 Let E be a real Banach space. Assume

(H1) For any R > 0, f is bounded and uniformly continuous on J × TR × TR × TR, and

lim sup
R→∞

M(R)

R
<

1

aa0b
, (12)

where

a0 = max{1, ak0, ah0}, k0 = max{|k(t, s)| : (t, s) ∈ D},
h0 = max{|h(t, s)| : (t, s) ∈ D0}, b = max{G(t, s) : (t, s) ∈ D},
M(R) = sup{‖f(t, x, y, z)‖ : (t, x, y, z) ∈ J × TR × TR × TR, t ∈ J}.
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(H2) There exist nonnegative Lebesgue integrable functions Li ∈ L(J,R+) such that for
any decreasing sequences of bounded sets {Din} ⊂ E, α(Din) → 0, n → ∞, i =
1, 2, 3 and t ∈ J ,

α(f(t,D1n, D2n, D3n)) ≤
3∑

i=1

Li(t)α(Din). (13)

Then (3) has at least one global solution in C1(J,E).

Proof. First, we define an operator A : C(J,E)→ C(J,E) by

(Au)(t) = h(t) +

∫ t

0

G(t, s)f(s, u(s), (Tu)(s), (Su)(s))ds, u ∈ C(J,E). (14)

Note that since u ∈ C1(J,E) is a solution of (3) if and only if u ∈ C(J,E) is a solution
of the integral equation

u(t) = (Au)(t), t ∈ J,

we only need to prove that A has a fixed point. Since f is uniformly continuous on
J × TR × TR × TR, we can easily see that A : C(J,E) → C(J,E) is continuous and
bounded. On account of (12), there exist 0 < r < (aa0b)

−1 and R0 > 0 such that for
any R ≥ a0R0,

M(R)

R
< r. (15)

Let

R∗ = max
{
R0, ‖h‖c (1− aa0b)−1 }. (16)

Then, by using (14) and (15), it is not difficult to verify that A(BR∗) ⊂ C(J,E) is
equicontinuous and bounded, and A : BR∗ → BR∗ is bounded and continuous. Set
D = co(A(BR∗)). Then, from Lemma 2.1, we get that D ⊂ BR∗ is bounded and
equicontinuous and

A : D → D is continuous and bounded. (17)

For any decreasing sequence of bounded sets {Bm} ⊂ D, m ∈ N, by (H1) and (14), we
have that A(Bm) is bounded and equicontinuous. Hence, from Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.3,

and (4), we get for any n ∈ N that Ãn(Bm) is bounded and equicontinuous on J , and so

α(Ãn(Bm)) = max
t∈J

α((Ãn(Bm))(t)), m ∈ N.

Next, we show that for any n0 ∈ N, we have

Ãn0−1(D) is bounded, (18)

and for any decreasing sequence of sets {Bm} ⊂ D, α(Bm)→ 0, m ∈ N,

α

(
Ãn0

( ∞⋂
m=1

Bm

))
= 0. (19)
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Indeed, (18) follows from the fact that D ⊂ BR∗ is bounded. Furthermore, from (13),
(14), and (15), we get

α((Ã1(Bm))(t))

= α

(∫ t

0

G(t, s)f(s, (coBm)(s), (T (coBm))(s), (S(coBm))(s))ds

)
≤ b

∫ t

0

[L1(s)α((coBm)(s)) + L2(s)α((T (coBm))(s)) + L3(s)α((S(coBm))(s))]ds

≤ b

∫ t

0

[L1(s)α((coBm)(s)) + L2(s)k0α((coBm)(s)) + L3(s)h0α((coBm)(s))]ds

= b

∫ t

0

[L1(s)α((Bm(s)) + L2(s)k0α(Bm(s)) + L3(s)h0α(Bm(s))]ds

→ 0, m→∞.

Assume
α((Ãk(Bm))(t))→ 0, m→∞, k ∈ N \ {1}.

Then

α((Ãk+1(Bm))(t))

= α

(∫ t

0

G(t, s)f(s, (coÃk(Bm))(s), T (coÃk(Bm))(s), S(coÃk(Bm))(s))ds

)
≤ b

∫ t

0

[
L1(s)α((coÃk(Bm))(s)) + L2(s)α(T (coÃk(Bm))(s))

+L3(s)α(S(coÃk(Bm)(s)))
]
ds

≤ b

∫ t

0

[
L1(s)α((coÃk(Bm))(s)) + L2(s)k0α((coÃk(Bm))(s))

+L3(s)h0α((coÃk(Bm))(s))
]
ds

= b

∫ t

0

[
L1(s)α((Ãk(Bm))(s)) + L2(s)k0α((Ãk(Bm))(s))

+L3(s)h0α((Ãk(Bm))(s))
]
ds

→ 0, m→∞.

Consequently,
α(Ãn(Bm))→ 0, m→∞, n ∈ N,

and so α(Ãn0(Bm))→ 0, m→∞. Thus, we have

α

(
Ãn0

( ∞⋂
m=1

Bm

))
≤ α(Ãn0(Bm))→ 0, m→∞.

Hence, (19) holds. It follows from Theorem 2.2, (17), (18), and (19) that A has a fixed
point in D. Thus, (3) has at least one global solution in C1(J,E).

Remark 3.1 The main result of [21], i.e., [21, Theorem 3.1] is as follows: Let E be
a real Banach space. Assume
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(H3) For any R > 0, f is bounded and uniformly continuous on J × TR × TR × TR, and

lim sup
R→∞

M(R)

R
<

1

aa0b
,

where

a0 = max{1, ak0, ah0}, b = max{G(t, s) : (t, s) ∈ D},
M(R) = sup{‖f(t, x, y, z)‖ : (t, x, y, z) ∈ J × TR × TR × TR, t ∈ J}.

(H4) There exist nonnegative Lebesgue integrable functions Li ∈ L(J,R+) such that for
any bounded sets {Di} ⊂ E and t ∈ J ,

α(f(t,D1, D2, D3)) ≤
3∑

i=1

Li(t)α(Di). (20)

Then (3) has at least one global solution in C1(J,E). Comparing [21, Theorem 3.1] with
Theorem 3.1 above, we can see that the only difference is between (13) and (20). For
all bounded sets {Di} ⊂ E, (20) should hold. For only those bounded and decreasing
sequences {Din} ⊂ E, α(Din)→ 0, i = 1, 2, 3, we need that (13) holds. So (13) is weaker
than (20). Moreover, (20) is a special case of (13) when Din ≡ Di, i = 1, 2, 3, n ∈ N.
Thus, Theorem 3.1 includes and extends [21, Theorem 3.1], which extended and improved
the main results of [11,12,20,22]. Consequently, Theorem 3.1 in this paper extends and
improves not only the main results of [21], but also related results of [11,12,20,22].
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Abstract: This paper presents the observer design for the state estimation of the
rotary inverted pendulum (RIP) system. A Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy descriptor ap-
proach is used for modeling the nonlinear dynamic system. Two higher-order sliding
mode (HOSM) observers, based on the super-twisting algorithm, are proposed and
applied to the RIP with real-time implementation. The experimental results illus-
trate the finite-time convergence and accuracy of the state estimates of the designed
observers.

Keywords: rotary inverted pendulum; T-S fuzzy descriptor model; super-twisting
algorithm; higher-order sliding mode observer.
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1 Introduction

Recently, sliding mode techniques have been widely used for the problems of dynamic
systems control and observation due to their finite-time convergence and robustness
against various kinds of uncertainties such as parameter perturbations and external dis-
turbances [1]. In particular, higher-order sliding mode (HOSM) based observers can be
considered as a successful technique for the state observation of perturbed systems, due
to their high precision and robust behavior with respect to parametric uncertainties [13].
In [7], the step-by-step first-order sliding mode observers are designed for a class of sys-
tems in triangular input form. Nevertheless, the realization of first-order sliding mode
implies the undesirable chattering phenomena.

Many observers, based on the high-order sliding mode technique, have been developed
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recently for a class of nonlinear systems. The high-order sliding mode is used to over-
come the chattering phenomena occurring. In [2]- [6], the HOSM observers based on an
exact and robust sliding mode differentiator of order 2 (a super-twisting algorithm) have
been proposed. The super-twisting algorithm (STA) is one of the most popular second-
order sliding mode algorithms which offer a finite-time and exact convergence and it has
been widely used for control and observation [13]. The robustess, better accuracy and
finite-time convergence of these observers can be used for the state estimation and fault
diagnosis of uncertain nonlinear dynamics systems.

In this paper, the synthesis of an iterative sliding mode observer for the state es-
timation of the RIP system using the super-twisting algorithm is presented, when the
angular velocities are not measured directly. As an underactuated and unstable system,
the rotary inverted pendulum system has been regarded as an attractive test platform
for linear and nonlinear control law verification since Katsuhisa Furuta, Professor at
the Tokyo Institute of Technology, introduced it to the feedback control community in
1992 [11]. Also, it has some significant real-life applications such as the position control,
aerospace vehicles control, and robotics [14]. Here, the modeling of the RIP system is
based on T-S fuzzy descriptor systems [9]. The T-S fuzzy systems have been proven to
be a powerful tool for modeling and controlling complex systems [8]. Recently, the fuzzy
T-S representation in a descriptor form has generated a great interest in control systems
design. The descriptor system describes a wider class of systems including physical mod-
els and nondynamic constraints [9] and using the fuzzy descriptor system can reduce the
number of LMI conditions for controller design [10].

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the description and T-S fuzzy de-
scriptor model of the RIP system are given. Section 3 presents the design procedure and
convergence analysis of the proposed HOSM observers. Section 4 provides experimental
results. The final Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Rotary Inverted Pendulum System

2.1 Mathematical model

A schematic of the rotary inverted pendulum is represented in Fig. 1 [12]. The system
consists of a servo-motor which runs a gear to rotate a pendulum arm of radius r which
in turn affects the motion of a pendulum rod of length l and mass m. The plane of the
pendulum is orthogonal to the radial arm. Let φ be the angle of the pendulum rod from
the upright position about the x1-axis and θ be the rotational angle of the pendulum
arm about the vertical axis z.

The mathematical model of the RIP is derived from the Euler-Lagrange equations
which are obtained from an energy analysis of the system [12]. The nonlinear model is
represented by a set of dynamical equations given as follows:{

4
3c1φ̈+ c2θ̈cosφ− c1θ̇2sinφ cosφ+ c3φ̇− c4sinφ = 0;

c2φ̈cosφ+ (c5 + c1sin
2φ)θ̈ − c2φ̇2sinφ+ c6θ̇ + 2c1φ̇θ̇sinφ cosφ = c7Vm;

(1)

where
c1 = ml2

4 ; c2 = mlr
2 ; c3 = Br; c5 = Jeq +mr2 + ηgK

2
gJm;

c4 = mgl
2 ; c7 =

ηmηgKtKg

R ; c6 = Ba +
ηmηgKtKvK

2
g

R ;

Vm is the control input voltage applied on the motor. For the definition of notations
used for the constants, see Table 2.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the rotary inverted pendulum (upright position).

2.2 Descriptor T-S model

Introducing the variables x1 = φ, x2 = θ, x3 = φ̇, x4 = θ̇, the input u = Vm and
the measured output y = [φ; θ]T , the pendulum model (1) can be written in a regular
descriptor form {

E(x)ẋ(t) = A(x)x(t) +Bu(t);
y(t) = Cx(t);

(2)

where x = [x1x2x3x4]T is the state vector,

E(x) =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 4

3c1 c2cosφ
0 0 c2cosφ c5 + c1sin

2φ

 ; B =


0
0
0
c7

 ;

A(x) =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

c4
sinφ
φ 0 −c3 α

0 0 β −c6

 ; C =

[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

]

with α = c1θ̇sinφcosφ and β = c2φ̇sinφ− 2c1θ̇sinφcosφ.
Consider ne and na being the numbers of nonlinear terms contained in the matrices

E(x) and A(x), respectively. Then, the descriptor T-S fuzzy model is described by a set
of re × ra = 2ne × 2na = 32 linear models, with ne = 2 and na = 3. In order to simplify
the model, the nonlinearities α and β are taken into account as bounded uncertainties.
This allows reducing the number of linear models from 32 to 8.

Thus 3 nonlinearities are under consideration and specify a state dependent premise
vector, z(t). The premise variables zj(t); j = 1; :::; 3, are given by

z1 = c2cos(φ); z2 = c5 + c1sin
2φ; z3 = c4

sin(φ)
φ : (3)

Therefore, through the local sector nonlinearities approach [9], the nonlinear dynamics
model of the RIP can be approximated by the following fuzzy T-S representation in a
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descriptor form 
re∑
k=1

vk(z(t))Ekẋ(t) =
ra∑
i=1

wi(z(t))(Aix(t) +Bu(t));

y(t) = Cx(t);
(4)

where re = 4, ra = 2, and both nonlinear functions vk(z(t)) ≥ 0, k ∈ {1; :::; re},

wi(z(t)) ≥ 0, i ∈ {1; :::; ra} satisfy the convex sum property, i.e.
re∑
k=1

vk(z(t)) = 1 and

ra∑
i=1

wi(z(t)) = 1.

Consider zj (resp. zj) being the maximum (resp. minimum) of zj , the premise

variables zj(t), j = 1; :::; 3, can be written as

zj(t) = Mj1(zj(t))zj +Mj2(zj(t))zj (5)

with

Mj1(zj(t)) = (zj − zj)=(zj − zj); Mj2(zj(t)) = (zj − zj)=(zj − zj); (6)

where

Mj1(zj(t)) +Mj2(zj(t)) = 1: (7)

Then, the system matrices have the expressions

E1 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 4

3c1 z1
0 0 z1 z2

 ; E2 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 4

3c1 z1
0 0 z1 z2

 ;

E3 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 4

3c1 z1
0 0 z1 z2

 ; E4 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 4

3c1 z1
0 0 z1 z2

 ;

A1 =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
z3 0 −c3 0
0 0 0 −c6

 ; A2 =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
z3 0 −c3 0
0 0 0 −c6

 ;
vk(z(t)) ≥ 0, k ∈ {1; :::; re}, wi(z(t)) ≥ 0, i ∈ {1; :::; ra}. Therefore, the functions
vk(z(t)) ≥ 0, k ∈ {1; :::; 4}, and wi(z(t)) ≥ 0, i ∈ {1; 2}, are obtained by

w1(z) = M31(z3); w2(z) = M32(z3);
v1(z) = M11(z1)×M21(z2); v2(z) = M11(z1)×M22(z2);
v3(z) = M12(z1)×M21(z2); v4(z) = M12(z1)×M22(z2):

(8)

The set of 8 model rules is given in Table 1.

The control law used to stabilize the RIP in the upright position is the robust T-
S descriptor stabilizing controller proposed in [12], which stabilizes the system in the
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Table 1: Rules of T-S fuzzy descriptor model for the RIP.

Membership functions Matrices
Rules M1j(z1) M2j(z2) M3j(z3) Ek,Ai

1 M11 M21 M31 E1,A1

2 M11 M21 M32 E1,A2

3 M11 M22 M31 E2,A1

4 M11 M22 M32 E2,A2

5 M12 M21 M31 E3,A1

6 M12 M21 M32 E3,A2

7 M12 M22 M31 E4,A1

8 M12 M22 M32 E4,A2

operating range under uncertainties and distrubances. Then, the control input u(t) is a
fuzzy parallel distributed compensation (PDC) [12]:

u(t) =

4∑
k=1

2∑
i=1

wi(z(t))vk(z(t))Kikx(t) (9)

with the following feedback gain matrices:

K11 = [26:8550 1:4142 3:8231 2:0844];
K12 = [25:1416 1:4142 3:5734 2:0638];
K13 = [41:6885 1:4142 6:0852 2:0945];
K14 = [39:0849 1:4142 5:7014 2:0741];
K21 = [24:9747 1:4142 3:7940 2:1137];
K22 = [23:4523 1:4142 3:5580 2:0932];
K23 = [38:7119 1:4142 6:0174 2:1233];
K24 = [36:3931 1:4142 5:6539 2:1029]:

(10)

The observability of the system (4) requires that all the subsystems are observable,
consider the following assumption.

Assumption 2.1 The system (4) satisfies the following rank test conditions for ob-
servability, (k = 1; :::; re and i = 1; :::; ra) [15]:

rank

[
sEk −Ai

C

]
= n; ∀s ∈ lC; (11)

rank

 Ek Ai
0 Ek
0 C

 = n+ rank(Ek): (12)

The objective of this paper is to design finite-time convergent observers of the veloc-
ities φ̇ and θ̇ for the RIP system, when only the positions φ and θ are measurable. The
state vector x is estimated with the second-order sliding mode observers proposed in the
following section.
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3 Second-Order Sliding Mode Observer Design

3.1 Step-by-step sliding mode of order 2

Consider the sliding mode differentiator of order 2 (the super-twisting algorithm) [5]{
u(e1) = u1 + λ1|e1|

1
2 sign(e1);

u̇1 = α1sign(e1);
(13)

where e1 = x1 − x̂1, and λ1 and α1 are positive tuning parameters of the differentiator
whose output is u1. The sign function is approximated by the saturation function with
a high gain in the boundary layer. An important feature of the differentiator (13) is
the fact that the output does not depend directly on discontinuous functions, but on an
integrator output. So, high-frequency chattering is attenuated [5].

First, let us consider system (4). It can be rewritten into two subsystems in a trian-
gular observable form as follows:

Σ1 =


ẋ1 = x3;
ẋ3 = 3

4c1
(cx1 − aẋ4 − c3x3) = f1(t; x);

y1 = x1;
(14)

Σ2 =

 ẋ2 = x4;
ẋ4 = 1

b (c7u− c6x4 − aẋ3) = f2(t; x; u);
y2 = x2:

(15)

with
a = (v1(z) + v2(z))z1 + (v3(z) + v4(z))z1;
b = (v1(z) + v3(z))z2 + (v2(z) + v4(z))z2;
c = w1(z)z3 + w2(z)z3:

Applying the super-twisting algorithm (13) to the transformed system (14)-(15), the
step-by-step sliding mode observers (Σobs1) and (Σobs2) are obtained, respectively, as

Σobs1 =


˙̂x1 = x̃3 + λ1|x1 − x̂1|

1
2 sign(x1 − x̂1);

˙̃x3 = α1sign(x1 − x̂1);
˙̂x3 = θ̃1 + F1λ2|x̃3 − x̂3|

1
2 sign(x̃3 − x̂3);

˙̃
θ1 = F1α2sign(x̃3 − x̂3);

(16)

Σobs2 =


˙̂x2 = x̃4 + λ3|x2 − x̂2|

1
2 sign(x2 − x̂2);

˙̃x4 = α3sign(x2 − x̂2);
˙̂x4 = θ̃2 + F2λ4|x̃4 − x̂4|

1
2 sign(x̃4 − x̂4);

˙̃
θ2 = F2α4sign(x̃4 − x̂4);

(17)

where x̂i, i = 1; :::; 4, are the state estimates and the functions Fi, i = 1; 2, are given by
Fi = 0 if ei > ε; otherwise Fi = 1, where ε is a small positive constant.

Suppose that the system (14) is BIBS (Bounded Inputs Bounded State) in finite
time, then the functions f1, f2 and their first-time derivatives are bounded by the known
constants, for all t > 0,

|f1| < K1; |ḟ1| < K2;

|f2| < K3; |ḟ2| < K4:
(18)
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3.2 Convergence analysis

Consider the system (14) and the HOSM observer (16). Let us define the estimation
errors as ei = x̃i − x̂i; i = 1; :::; 4, with x̃1 = x1 and x̃2 = x2.

Lemma 3.1 For any initial conditions (x1(0); x3(0)), (x̂1(0); x̂3(0)) there exists a
choice of λi and αi such that the observer state (x̂1; x̂3) converges in finite time to
(x1; x3).

Proof. The convergence of the observation error is obtained in one step in finite
time.
Step 1 : Assume e1(0) 6= 0, the error dynamics is given by

ė1 = x3 − x̃3 − λ1|e1|
1
2 sign(e1);

˙̃x3 = α1sign(e1);

ė3 = f1 − θ̃1 − F1λ2|e3|
1
2 sign(e3):

The second time derivative of e1 is given by

ë1 = f1 − α1sign(e1)− 1

2
λ1ė1|e1|−

1
2 : (19)

From [6], the sufficient conditions for the finite-time convergence on the second-order
sliding set {e1 = ė1 = 0} are

α1 > K1;

λ1 >
√

2
K1 + α1√
α1 −K1

:
(20)

The finite-time convergence to the second-order sliding set ensures that there exists a
time t1 > 0 such that for all t > t1: x̂1 = x1 and x̃3 = x3.
Step 2 : For t > t1, F1 = 1 and the observer dynamics becomes

ė1 = 0;

ė3 = f1 − θ̃1 − λ2|e3|
1
2 sign(e3);

˙̃
θ1 = α2sign(e3):

The second time derivative of e3 has the form

ë3 = ḟ1 − α2sign(e3)− 1

2
λ2ė3|e3|−

1
2 . (21)

Thus, a sliding motion appears after a finite time on the sliding manifold {e3 = ė3 = 0}.
The observer gains satisfy [6]

α2 > K2;

λ2 >
√

2
K2 + α2√
α2 −K2

:
(22)

Therefore, in the sliding mode, there exists a time t2 > t1 such that for all t > t2: x̂3 = x̃3

and
˙̃
θ1 = (α2sign(e3))eq.
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According to a similar convergence analysis of the observer (16), the sufficient con-
ditions of the observer (17) for the finite-time convergence to the sliding manifold
{ei = ėi = 0}, i = 2; 4, are

α3 > K3;

λ3 >
√

2
K3 + α3√
α3 −K3

;
(23)

α4 > K4;

λ4 >
√

2
K4 + α4√
α4 −K4

:
(24)

Thus, the convergence of the observer states (x̂2; x̂4) from (17) to the system state vari-
ables (x2; x4) in (15) occurs in finite time. 2

4 Experimental Results

Experimental results of the proposed observers (16) and (17) are presented in this section.
A picture of the experimental setup of the considered RIP system is shown in Fig.2.
The different parts include: a rotary inverted pendulum manufactured by Quanser, a
VoltPAQ-X2 linear voltage amplifier, a PC with measurement computing PCI-QUAD04
quadrature encoder board and PCI-DAS6025 board. The development of the controller
and observer systems is made in the MATLAB/Simulink environment. The numerical
values of the mechanical and electrical system parameters for the RIP-model are provided
in Table 2.

Figure 2: The experiment setup.

The T-S fuzzy descriptor system (4) approximates the RIP system in a range of
|φ| ≤ φ0. For φ0 = 49π

180 (rad), it follows that

z1 = 0:003; z2 = 0:0111; z3 = 0:1813;
z1 = 0:0045; z2 = 0:0131; z3 = 0:2054;

(25)

and the state equation matrices are

E1 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0.0047 0.0045
0 0 0.0045 0.0131

 , E2 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0.0047 0.0045
0 0 0.0045 0.0111

 ,
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E3 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0.0047 0.003
0 0 0.003 0.0131

 , E4 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0.0047 0.003
0 0 0.003 0.0111

 ,

A1 =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

0.2054 0 −0.001 0
0 0 0 −0.0729

 ,

A2 =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

0.1813 0 −0.001 0
0 0 0 −0.0729

 , B =


0
0
0

0.1282

 .

Table 2: The mechanical and electrical system parameters [12].

Symbol Description Value
m Mass of the pendulum rod (kg) 0:125
l Length of the pendulum rod (m) 0:335
r Length of the pendulum arm (m) 0:215
Jeq Equivalent moment of inertia 3:5842× 10−3

of the pendulum arm and gears (kgm2)
Jm Moment of inertia of the motor 3:87× 10−7

rotor (kgm2)
Ba Friction coefficient of the pendulum 0:004

arm (Nmsrad−1)
Br Friction coefficient of the pendulum 0:0095

rod (Nmsrad−1)
g Gravity (ms−2) 9:81
Kt Torque constant (NmA−1) 7:67× 10−3

Kv Back EMF constant (V srad−1) 7:67× 10−3

R Motor armature resistance (Ω) 2:6
Kg Gearbox ratio 70
ηg Gearbox efficiency 0:9
ηm Motor efficiency 0:69

It is assumed that the pendulum starts in the stable downward position. First, the
swing up control [12] swings the pendulum up till it reaches the inverted position. When
the pendulum rod is within ±φ0, it can then be caught in the upright position with the
robust T-S fuzzy descriptor controller (9).

The initial values of the estimated states are x̂=[0 0 0 0]T . The proposed HOSM ob-
servers (16) and (17) estimate the positions and velocities of the RIP. The observer gains
are selected as in (20), (22)- (24) to ensure the convergence of the observers. The chosen
gains λ1; α1; λ2; α2; λ3; α3; λ4 and α4 are 40; 1500; 200; 3000; 40, 1500; 200; and 3000,
respectively. The behavior of the proposed observers is shown by the following exper-
imental results. Fig. 3 shows the convergence of the estimated positions θest, φest to

the real positions θmes, φmes, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the estimates of velocities
ˆ̇
θ
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and
ˆ̇
φ. The results indicate the finite-time convergence and accuracy of estimates of the

proposed observers.

0 10 20 30 40 50
−200

−100

0

100

200

 

 
φmes φest

0 10 20 30 40 50
−200

−100

0

100

200

Time(s)

 

 
θmes θest

Figure 3: Pendulum rod’s position (above) and pendulum arm’s position (below): measured
(dash-dotted), estimated (solid).
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Figure 4: Pendulum rod’s velocity estimate (above) and pendulum arm’s velocity estimate
(below).

Also, as is seen in Fig. 3, the RIP control system demonstrates good performance and
maintains the pendulum in the upright position. The robustness is successfully realized
by the robust T-S fuzzy descriptor controller in the presence of disturbances at time
instants 14:4 s, 23 s, 34:6 s and 42:5 s. The oscillatory behavior observed in Fig. 4 is due
to the backlash in the motor’s gearbox.
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5 Conclusion

This paper considers the state estimation of the T-S fuzzy descriptor system using a
high-order sliding mode technique. Two second-order sliding mode observers based on
the super-twisting algorithm have been proposed to reconstruct the states. The finite-
time convergence and accuracy of estimates are demonstrated through experiments on a
real-time example of the rotary inverted pendulum system.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the fractional calculus has become an excellent tool in modeling many
physical phenomena and engineering problems [16]. One of the very important areas
of application of fractional calculus is chaos theory. Chaos is a very interesting non-
linear phenomenon that has been intensively studied over the past two decades. The
chaos theory is found to be useful in many areas such as data encryption [14], financial
systems [13], biology [17] and biomedical engineering [2], etc. Fractional-order chaotic
dynamical systems have begun to attract a lot of attention in recent years and can be
seen as a generalization of chaotic dynamic integer-order systems. Recently, the study
of the synchronization of fractional-order chaotic systems has become an active area of
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research because of its potential applications in secure communication and cryptogra-
phy [9, 10]. The synchronization of fractional-order chaotic systems was first studied
by Deng and Li [18]. Then the idea of the synchronization is to use the output of
the master (drive) system to control the slave (response) system so that the output of
the slave system tracks asymptotically the output of the master system. In the past
twenty years, various types of synchronization have been proposed and investigated, e.g.,
complete synchronization [20], lag synchronization [4], phase synchronization [8], project
synchronization [15], generalized synchronization [6], etc. As a special case of generalized
synchronization, anti-synchronization is achieved when the sum of the states of master
and slave systems converges to zero asymptotically with time. In other words, the anti-
synchronization is the use of the output of the master system to control the slave system
so that the states of the slave system have the same amplitude but opposite signs as
the states of the master system. In this paper, we apply global synchronization theory
to synchronize two identical chaotic systems, we demonstrate the technique capability
on the synchronization of fractional-order lesser date moth model [12] and we apply ac-
tive control theory to synchronize and anti-synchronize two identical chaotic systems, we
demonstrate the technique capability on the synchronization and anti-synchronization of
fractional-order lesser date moth model.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the problem statement
and our methodology. In Section 3, a fractional-order lesser date moth model is presented.
In Section 4, we discuss the chaos synchronization of two identical fractional-order lesser
date moth models using global synchronization. In Section 5, we discuss the chaos
synchronization of two identical fractional-order lesser date moth models using active
control. In Section 6, we discuss the chaos anti-synchronization of two identical fractional-
order lesser date moth models using active control. Section 7 gives the conclusion of this
paper.

2 Problem Statement and Our Methodology

Consider the chaotic system described by the dynamics

Dαx1 = Ax1 + g(x1), (1)

where x1 ∈ Rn is the state vector, A ∈ Rn×n is a constant matrix, g(x1) is a continuous
nonlinear function, and Dα is the Caputo fractional derivative. We consider the system
(1) as the master or drive system. As the slave or response system, we consider the
following chaotic system described by the dynamics

Dαx2 = Ax2 + g(x2) + u, (2)

where x2 ∈ Rn is the state vector, A ∈ Rn×n is a constant matrix, and g(x2) is a
continuous nonlinear function and u ∈ Rn is the controller of the slave system.

The global chaos synchronization problem is to design a controller which synchronizes
the states of the master system (1) and the slave system (2) for all initial conditions
x(0), y(0) ∈ Rn . The synchronization error is defined as

e = x2 − x1.

Then the synchronization error dynamics is obtained as

Dαe = Ae+ g(x2)− g(x1) + u. (3)
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Thus, the global synchronization problem is essentially to find a controller u so as to
stabilize the error dynamics (3) for all initial conditions e(0) ∈ Rn, i.e.,

limt→∞‖e(t)‖ = 0

for all initial conditions e(0) ∈ Rn.

Theorem 2.1 [3] The following autonomous system:

Dαx = Ax, x(0) = 0,

where 0 < α < 1, x ∈ Rn, A ∈ Rn×n, is asymptotically stable if and only if
|arg(eig)A| > απ2 . In this case, each component of the states decays towards 0 like t−α.
Also, this system is stable if and only if |arg(eig)A| ≥ απ2 and those critical eigenvalues
that satisfy |arg(eig)A| = απ2 have geometric multiplicity one.

3 Fractional-Order Lesser Date Moth Model

Following [12], the model of biocontrol of the lesser date moth in palm trees can be
written as follows: 

dP
dτ

= rP
(
1− P

K

)
− bPL

a+P
,

dL
dτ

= −dL+ mPL
a+P
− pLN,

dN
dτ

= −µN + qLN.

(4)

The model consists of three populations: the palm tree whose population density at time
t is denoted by P ; the pest (lesser date moth) whose population density is denoted by
L; the predator whose population density is denoted by N . Here all the parameters
r, K, b, a, d, m, p, µ, and q are positive. One can reduce the number of parameters
in system (4) by using the following transformations: P = Kx, L = Kr

b y, N =
r
pz, τ = t

r , then we have the following dimensionless system:
dx
dt

= x(1− x)− xy
β+x

,

dy
dt

= −δy + γxy
β+x
− yz,

dz
dt

= −ηz + σyz,

(5)

where β = a
K
, δ = d

r
, γ = m

r
, η = µ

r
and σ = qK

b
.

We introduce fractional order into the ODE model (5). The new system is described
by the following set of fractional-order differential equations:

Dαx = x(1− x)− xy
β+x

,

Dαy = −δy + γxy
β+x
− yz,

Dαz = −ηz + σyz,

(6)

where Dα is the Caputo fractional derivative.
The lesser date moth model is chaotic when the parameter values are taken as β =

1.15, δ = η = 1, γ = 3, σ = 3, α = 0.95. Figure 1 describes the state portrait of the
lesser date moth model.
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Figure 1: The state portrait of the lesser date moth model.

4 Synchronization of Identical Fractional-Order Lesser Date Moth Systems
by Global Synchronization

In this section, we study chaos synchronization between two identical chaotic systems of
the fractional-order lesser date moth model using the global synchronization. Thus, the
master system is described by

Dαx1 = x1(1− x1)− x1y1
β+x1

,

Dαy1 = −δy1 + γx1y1
β+x1

− y1z1,
Dαz1 = −ηz1 + σy1z1,

(7)

the equations of the slave system are
Dαx2 = x2(1− x2)− x2y2

β+x2
+ k1(x1 − x2),

Dαy2 = −δy2 + γx2y2
β+x2

− y2z2 + k2(y1 − y2),
Dαz2 = −ηz2 + σy2z2 + k3(z1 − z2).

(8)

Consider the case of the integer-order systems (when α = 1), and then by subtracting
(7) from (8), we obtain

ė1 = e1 − (x1 + x2)e1 − ( y1
β+x1

)e1 + x2y1
(β+x1)(β+x2)

e1 − x2

β+x2
e2 − k1e1,

ė2 = −δe2 + [ γy1
β+x1

− γx2y1
(β+x1)(β+x2)

]e1 − (z2 − x2

β+x2
)e2 − y1e3 − k2e2,

ė3 = −ηe3 + σ(y1e3 + z2e2)− k3e3,

(9)

where e1 = x1 − x2, e2 = y1 − y2, e3 = z1 − z2. In matrix form, (9) can be rewritten
in the form

ė = (A−K)e+Mx1,x2
e, (10)
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i.e.,

ė =

 1 0 0
0 −δ 0
0 0 −η

−
 k1 0 0

0 k2 0
0 0 k3

 e1
e2
e3

+

 −(x1 + x2)− y1
β+x1

+ x2y1
(β+x1)(β+x2)

− x2
β+x2

0
γy1
β+x1

− γx2y1
(β+x1)(β+x2)

−z2 + γx2
β+x2

−y1
0 σz2 σy2


 e1
e2
eu3

 ,
where

e = [e1, e2, e3]T , K =

 k1 0 0
0 k2 0
0 0 k3

 ,

Mx1,x2 =

 −(x1 + x2)− y1
β+x1

+ x2y1
(β+x1)(β+x2)

− x2
β+x2

0
γy1
β+x1

− γx2y1
(β+x1)(β+x2)

−z2 + γx2
β+x2

−y1
0 σz2 σy2

 , (11)

A =

 1 0 0
0 −δ 0
0 0 −η

 . (12)

From (11) and (12), we get
(A+Mx1,x2) + (A+Mx1,x2)T =−2(x1+x2)−2 y1

β+x1
+2 x2y1

(β+x1)(β+x2)
+ 2 − x2

β+x2
+ γy1

β+x1
− γx2y1

(β+x1)(β+x2)
0

γy1
β+x1

− γx2y1
(β+x1)(β+x2)

− x2

β+x2
−2z2 + 2γx2

β+x2
− 2δ −y1 + σz2

0 σz2 − y1 2σy1 − 2η

.
(13)

By selecting the feedback control gains k1, k2 and k3 that must satisfy the conditions
given in [7], the two coupled integer-order lesser date moth systems are asymptotically
synchronized, i.e., synchronization is achieved if the feedback control gains satisfy the
following inequalities:

k1 ≥ 1
2 [−2(x1 + x2)− 2y1

β+x1
+ 2x2y1

(β+x1)(β+x2)
+ 2 + |− x2

β+x2
+ γy1

β+x1
− γx2y1

(β+x1)(β+x2)
|−µ],

k2 ≥ 1
2 [−2z2 + 2γx2

β+x2
− 2δ + |− γx2y1

(β+x1)(β+x2)
− x2

β+x2
+ γy1

β+x1
|+ |−y1 + σz2| − µ],

k3 ≥ 1
2 [−2σy1 − 2η + |σz2 − y1| − µ].

(14)
Now, the coupled fractional-order lesser date moth systems (7) and (8) are integrated
numerically with the parameter values γ = 3, δ = η = 1, σ = 3, β = 1.15 and the same
fractional order α = 0.95. By selecting the feedback control gains as k1 = 1.2, k2 =
2.45, k3 = 0.7, which satisfy the inequalities (14), the drive and response lesser date moth
systems (7) and (8) are asymptotically synchronized. For the numerical simulations, we
use some documented data for some parameters like γ = 3, δ = η = 1, σ = 3, β =
1.15, h = 0.85, α = 0.95, µ = −3.5, then we have (x1, y1, z1) = (0.7, 0.3, 0.8) and
(x2, y2, z2) = (0.98, 0.35, 0.65) and k1 = 1.2, k2 = 2.45, k3 = 0.7. The simulation results
are illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Synchronization of identical fractional-order lesser date moth model for

k1 = 1.2, k2 = 2.45, k3 = 0.7.

5 Synchronization of Identical Fractional-Order Lesser Date Moth Systems
by Active Control

In this section, we study chaos synchronization between two identical chaotic systems
of the fractional-order lesser date moth model using the technique of active control [5].
Thus, the master system is described by


Dαx1 = x1(1− x1)− x1y1

β+x1
,

Dαy1 = −δy1 + γx1y1
β+x1

− y1z1,
Dαz1 = −ηz1 + σy1z1,

(15)
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the equations of the slave system are
Dαx2 = x2(1− x2)− x2y2

β+x2
+ u1(t),

Dαy2 = −δy2 + γx2y2
β+x2

− y2z2 + u2(t),

Dαz2 = −ηz2 + σy2z2 + u3(t),

(16)

where u1(t), u2(t), u3(t) are the active controls.

Subtracting (16) from (15) gives
Dαe1 = e1 − x21 + x22 − ( y2

β+x2
)e1 +

x1y2
(β+x1)(β+x2)

e1 − x1
β+x1

e2 + u1(t),

Dαe2 = −δe2 + [ γy2
β+x2

− γx1y2
(β+x1)(β+x2)

]e1 − (z2 − x1
β+x1

)e2 − y1e3 + u2(t),

Dαe3 = −ηe3 + σ(y1e3 + z2e2) + u3(t),
(17)

where e1 = x2 − x1, e2 = y2 − y1, e3 = z2 − z1.

We introduce a Lyapunov function in terms of the squares of these variables:

V (e) =
1

2

3∑
i=1

e2i . (18)

The fractional-order derivative of the Lyapunov function is given as

DαV (e) = e1[e1 − (x2 + x1)e1 − (
y2

β + x2
)e1 +

x1y2
(β + x2)(β + x1)

e1 −
x1

β + x1
e2]

+ e2[−δe2 + (
γy2

β + x2
e1 −

γx1y2
(β + x1)(β + x2)

)e1 − (z2e2 +
γx1
β + x1

)e2 − y1e3]

+ e3[−ηe3 + σz2e2 + σy1e3] +

3∑
i=1

ui(t)ei(t). (19)

From this equation, we conclude that if the active control functions ui are chosen such
that

u1(t) = −[2e1 − (x1 + x2)e1 − (
y2

β + x2
)e1 +

x1y2
(β + x1)(β + x2)

e1 −
x1

β + x1
e2],

u2(t) = −[(
γy2

β + x2
− γx1y2

(β + x1)(β + x2)
)e1 − (z2 −

γx1
β + x1

)e2 − y1e3],

u3(t) = −[σz2e2 + σy1e3],

equation (19) becomes

DαV (e) = −(e21 + δe22 + ηe23) ≤ 0. (20)

According to the inequality (18), the system is stable. For the numerical simulations,
we use some documented data for some parameters like γ = 3, δ = η = 1, σ = 3, β =
1.15, h = 0.85, α = 0.95, then we have (x1, y1, z1) = (0.7, 0.3, 0.8) and (x2, y2, z2) =
(0.12, 0.21, 0.13). The simulation results are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Synchronization of identical fractional-order lesser date moth model.

6 Anti-Synchronization of Identical Fractional-Order Lesser Date Moth Sys-
tems by Active Control

In this section, we study chaos anti-synchronization between two identical chaotic systems
of the fractional-order lesser date moth model using the technique of active control. Thus,
the drive system is described by

Dαx1 = x1(1− x1)− x1y1
β+x1

,

Dαy1 = −δy1 + γx1y1
β+x1

− y1z1,
Dαz1 = −ηz1 + σy1z1;

(21)

the equations of the response system are
Dαx2 = x2(1− x2)− x2y2

β+x2
+ u1(t),

Dαy2 = −δy2 + γx2y2
β+x2

− y2z2 + u2(t),

Dαz2 = −ηz2 + σy2z2 ++u3(t),

(22)
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where u1, u2, u3 are the active controls.
The anti-synchronization error is defined as

e1 = x1 + x2,
e2 = y1 + y2,
e3 = z1 + z2.

(23)

A simple calculation gives the error dynamics
Dαe1 = e1 − x22 − x21 −

x2y2
β+x2

− x1y1
β+x1

+ u1(t),

Dαe2 = −δe2 + γx1y1
β+x1

+ γx2y2
β+x2

− z2y2 − y1z2 + u2(t),

Dαe3 = −ηe3 + σy1z1 + σy2z2 + u3(t).

(24)

We consider the active nonlinear controller defined by
u1(t) = x22 + x21 +

x2y2
β+x2

+ x1y1
β+x1

− 2e1,

u2(t) = −γx1y1
β+x1

− γx2y2
β+x2

+ z2y2 + y1z2,

u3(t) = −σy2z2 − σy1z1.
(25)

Substitution of (25) into (24) yields the linear error dynamics
Dαe1 = −e1,
Dαe2 = −δe2,
Dαe3 = −ηe3.

(26)

We consider the quadratic Lyapunov function defined by

V (e) =
1

2
eT e =

1

2
(e21 + e22 + e23), (27)

which is a positive definite function on R3. The fractional-order derivative of the Lya-
punov function is given as

DαV (e) = −e21 − δe22 − ηe23 ≤ 0. (28)

According to the inequality (27), the system is stable. For the numerical simulations,
we use some documented data for some parameters like γ = 3, δ = η = 1, σ = 3, β =
1.15, h = 0.85, α = 0.95, then we have (x1, y1, z1) = (0.7, 0.3, 0.8) and (x2, y2, z2) =
(−0.99,−0.11,−0.15). The simulation results are illustrated in Figure 4.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the phenomenon of chaos synchronization and anti-
synchronization between two identical chaotic systems of the fractional-order lesser date
moth model. Our results demonstrate that if one uses the technique of global syn-
chronization and the technique of active control, chaos synchronization can be achieved
between two identical chaotic systems. On the other hand, if one uses the technique of
active control, chaos anti-synchronization can be achieved between two identical chaotic
systems.
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Figure 4: Anti-synchronization of identical fractional-order lesser date moth model.
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to discuss a comparative evaluation of the
performance of two different controllers, namely a controller based on the forwarding
control and a hybrid controller based on the PID-backstepping control in the quadro-
tor dynamic system which is a sub-system actuated with a high non-linearity. As only
four states can be controlled at the same time in the quadrotor, the trajectories are
designed on the basis of the four states while the position and the three-dimensional
rotation along the axis, called yaw movement, are taken into account.

This paper deals with the forwarding controller and the hybrid controller composed
of PID controllers for attitude control and backstepping for controlling the position.
The forwarding approach is applied for the nonlinear model of the quadrotor to track
the trajectories. Meanwhile the hybrid controller approach for nonlinear model is
designed on the basis of a linear model for the PID controller and a nonlinear model
for the controller backstepping quadrotor because the performance of the linear model
and the nonlinear model around some nominal points is almost similar. Simulink and
MATLAB software are used to design the controllers and evaluate the performance
of both controllers.
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1 Introduction

Quadrotors are flying robots that have been investigated in recent years, this is due to
their low manufacturing cost as well as their maneuverability, their ability to execute
vertical takeoffs and landings and their large fields of application, both military and
civil, and, in particular, when human intervention becomes difficult or dangerous [5].
The quadrotors consist of four rotors; two of these rotors rotate in one direction and the
two others in the opposite direction. By varying the rotational speeds of these rotors,
the quadrotor can make different movements both in translation and in rotation [9].

The quadrotor is classified in the category of the most complex flying systems given
the number of physical effects that affect its dynamics, namely aerodynamic effects,
gravity, gyroscopic effects, friction and moment of inertia [7]. This complexity results
essentially from the fact that the expression of these effects differs for each flight mode.
The operation of the quadrotor is so particular. While varying astutely rotors throttles,
it is possible to make it go up/go down, to incline it on the left/right (rolling motion:
rotation around the x-axis) or forward /back (pitching motion: rotation around the y-
axis) or to make it swivel on itself (yaw motion: rotation around the z-axis) The desired
roll and pitch angles are deduced from nonholonomic constraints [6].

Finally, all synthesized control laws are validated by simulations for the complete
model [6]. A quadrotor is a dynamic vehicle with four input forces, six output coordi-
nators, highly coupled and unstable dynamics [5]. Hence the design of a control law is
an interesting challenge [15]. Based on the dynamical system of UAV, many researchers
focus on the stability of the attitude control. This is because the moving of the UAV
depends on the torque, and the torque has a strong relationship with the UAV atti-
tude [15]. [4] presented the optimized PID method to control the UAV attitude. [13]
proposed the fuzzy-PD controller structure with the purpose of combining the behaviors
of several PD controller configurations. [3] developed a hybrid optimal backstepping and
adaptive fuzzy control for the quadrotor with time-varying disturbance. [18] proposed
the synthesis control method to perform the position and attitude tracking control of the
dynamical model of the small quadrotor. [7] has combined the backstepping control with
the sliding mode control.

Several linear methods, such as the PID and LQR control methods have been applied
to control a quadrotor [5, 9, 10]. Since the quadrotor is a nonlinear system, and for
a good performance, the nonlinear control methods have been attempted such as the
feedback linearization, sliding mode [19], and backstepping control [2, 9, 15]. In [17] the
authors used the backstepping strategy and BP nerual network. [9] proposed a PID
cascade control of a quadrotor path tracking problem when velocity and acceleration are
small. [20] has developped a forwarding algorithm for designing a tracking controller for
a high-order nonlinear system in the presence of bounded unknown disturbances. [8] has
developped an adaptive backstepping controller design for a quadrotor with unknown
disturbances. [15] proposed a trajectory tracking control method for a quadrotor, by
using the backstepping control and the dual-loop cascade control.

This paper presents two control techniques applied to a quadrotor for developing a
reliable control system for stabilization and trajectory tracking.

A nonlinear forwarding control technique forces the whole system to be able to drive
the quadrotor to the desired trajectory of the Cartesian position and yaw angle [20].
A forwarding control algorithm was proposed to stabilize the desired trajectory of po-
sition and attitude. Then, we present a control technique based on the development
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and the synthesis of a control algorithm based upon a hybrid approach, which combines
the backstepping and the PID classic regulation controls to navigate a quadrotor. The
backstepping controller was developed to ensure the Lyapunov stability and to follow the
desired trajectories [15].

2 Dynamics Models

The quadrotor essentially contains a reticulated rigid structure with four independent
rotors propellers launched. Three basic movements are needed to describe all the move-
ments of a quadrotor. The rotational movement about the x-axis is described as a roll
motion (ϕ) and about the y-axis is noted as a pitching motion (θ). The roll motion and
the pitching motion can be achieved by balancing the motor speed 2 and 4 and motor
1 and 3, respectively. Lateral and longitudinal acceleration are possible, respectively, by
changing the angle ϕ and θ.

Let E = {
−→
E x,
−→
E y,
−→
E z} be the fixed inertial reference, and B = {

−→
B x,
−→
B y,
−→
B z} be

the reference associated with the center of mass of the quadrotor (see Figure 1).

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Definition of the frame.

3 The Transformation Matrix

Since it is necessary to deal with two different coordinate systems, namely an inertial
marker and a reference linked to the quadrotor’s center of mass to explain the position
and motion of a quadrotor, a matrix transformation must be used. Here, R is the required
transformation matrix that can describe the position and movement of the earth-inertial
frame to the fixed frame of the body [9].

The rotation matrix connecting the two marks is defined by the orthogonal matrix:
R(h) : B → E;R(h) = RΨRθRΦ in which : Cx and Sx denote cos(x) and sin(x),
respectively, and :

RΨ =

 CΨ −SΨ 0
SΨ CΨ 0
0 0 1

 , Rθ =

 Cθ −SΨ Sθ
0 1 0
−Sθ 0 Cθ

 , RΦ =

 1 0 0
0 CΦ −SΦ

0 SΦ CΦ

 .
(1)
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So

R(h) =

 CθCΨ SΦSθCΨ − CΦSΨ CΦSθCΨ + SΦSΨ

CθSΨ SΦSθSΨ + SΦCΨ CΦSθSΨ − SΦCΨ

−Sθ SΦCθ CΦCθ

 . (2)

4 Translational Movement

The gravitational force (Fg) and the aerodynamic drag force (Fa) must be introduced
to describe the translational motion of a quadrotor while these forces must be overcome
by the thrust of the engines (Ftb) to achieve any horizontal motion or movement lace.
Here, the translational motion of the quadrotor is described by Newton’s second law as
follows:

m

 ẍ
ÿ
z̈

 =

 0
0
mg

 +R

 0
0
−U1

− kt
 ẋ

ẏ
ż

 . (3)

5 Rotary Mouvement

The Newton-Euler method is used to obtain rotational motion equations for the quadrotor
[10].

Iw = −

 p
q
r

× I
 p

q
r

−
 p

q
r

×
 0

0
Irwr

 +

 IU2

IU3

IU4

− kr
 p

q
r

 . (4)

The state model of the quadrotor is given as follows:
[x y z ẋ ẏ ż Φ θ Ψ Φ̇ θ̇ Ψ̇]T . A representation of the state space
can be obtained as follows by considering equations (1) for the dynamic model :

ẋ1 = x4,

ẋ2 = x5,

ẋ3 = x6,

ẋ4 =
U1

m
Ux,

ẋ5 =
U1

m
Uy,

ẋ6 =
U1

m
(Cx7Cx8)− g,

ẋ7 = x10,

ẋ8 = x11,

ẋ9 = x12,

ẋ10 = a1x11x12 + b1U2 with : a1 =
jy − jx
jx

, a2 =
jrz
jx
, b1 =

d

jx
,

ẋ11 = a3x10x12 + b2U3 with : a3 =
jz − jx
jy

, a4 = −jrz
jy
, b2 =

d

jy
,

ẋ12 = a5x10x11 + b3U4 with : a5 =
jx − jy
jz

, b3 =
1

jz
,

(5)
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where wi represents the speed of the engine, Ux = Cx7Sx8Cx9 + Sx7Sx9 and Uy =
Cx7Sx8sx9 − Sx7Cx9. So, we end up with the following dynamic model:

ẋ1 = x4,

ẋ2 = x5,

ẋ3 = x6,

ẋ4 =
U1

m
(Cx7Sx8Cx9 + Sx7Sx9),

ẋ5 =
U1

m
(Cx7sx8sx9 − sx7Cx9),

ẋ6 =
U1

m
(Cx7Cx8)− g,

ẋ7 = x10,

ẋ8 = x11,

ẋ9 = x12,

ẋ10 = a1x11x12 + b1U2,

ẋ11 = a3x10x12 + b2U3,

ẋ12 = a5x10x11 + b3U4.

(6)

The writing of the control inputs according to the rotational speeds of the rotors is
as follows: 

U1

U2

U3

U4

 =


b b b b
0 −Ib 0 Ib
−Ib 0 Ib 0
d −d d −d



w2

1

w2
2

w2
3

w2
4

 , (7)

where wi represents the speed of the rotor i. Notice that from the equation of ux
and uy we find Φd = arcsin(Uxsin(Ψd) − Uycos(Ψd)) and θd = arcsin(Uxcos(Ψd) +
Uysin(Ψd))/(cos(Φd)).

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: General structure of the quadrotor control system.

In what follows, we develop two strategies to stabilize the orientation and position
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of the quadrotor. Their performance is then compared in the next section, based on the
numerical simulation results.

6 Strategy of Control

State and output feedback controllers design for dynamic systems with the prescribed
and desired properties is a key problem of the strategy of control. At the same time, the
properties of control systems such as asymptotic stability, robustness and optimality of
the performance indexes are in the foreground [1].

7 The Forwarding Control

It is a non-linear control technique that is considered robust; the synthesis of such a
control is done in a systematic way and based on the Lyapunov approach as well as the
control in a recursive way for a system that can be written in the following form [14] :

ẋ1 = f1(x2, · · · , xn) + g1(x2, · · · , xn)u,

ẋ2 = f1(x2, · · · , xn) + g1(x2, · · · , xn)u,

...

ẋn−1 = fn−1(xn) + gn−1(xn)u,

ẋn = u,

(8)

where x ∈ Rn, u ∈ R and g = [g1, · · · , gn−1, 1]T .
The aim is to determine a control law that ensures the overall stabilization of the

system. This is done in several steps. First, we try to stabilize xn through u. Taking
a function of Lyapunov Vn which is positive definite on R, one seeks to find a return of
state u = an(xn) to stabilize xn. The next step is to increase the system from xn to xn−1,
and replace the control u, with u = an(xn) + Vn−1. By taking a function of Lyapunov
Vn−1 being positive definite on R2, one seeks to find a return of state Vn−1 = an−1 which
stabilizes the augmented system. The same procedure is repeated until the last step,
where a control u which makes it possible to have an overall stabilization of the system,
will be calculated.

8 The Steps of the Synthesis

The synthesis of the control law for the system is carried out in several steps [14].

8.1 First step

We take the system ẋn = u. Let the function of Lyapunov be Vn = 1
2x

2
n. Its derivative is

given by V̇n = xnu. To make V̇n negative definite, we can take u = an(xn) = −λnLgVn =
−λnxn with λn ≥ 0, which gives V̇n = −λnx2

n which is negative definite on R.

8.2 Second step

Let the system be increased:{
ẋn−1 = fn−1(xn) + gn−1(xn)u,

ẋn = u.
(9)
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For u = an(xn), the system becomes
ẋn−1 = φn−1(xn),

ẋn = −λn(xn),

φn−1(xn) = fn−1(xn)− λngn−1(xn)xn.

(10)

The term φn−1 is called the interconnection term. The temporal solution of the pre-

vious system will be : x̃n(t) = xn(0)e−λnt, x̃n−1(t) =
∫ t

0
(fn−1(x̃n)− λngn−1(x̃n)x̃n)dt+

xn−1(0). The new control input for the system (9) will be [14]: u = an(xn) + vn−1.
The function of Lyapunov for the system is given by [14]

Vn−1 = Vn +
1

2
x2
n−1 +

∫ ∞
0

x̃n−1(t)φn−1(x̃n(t))dt

= Vn +
1

2
limt−→∞x̃

2
n−1(t).

(11)

9 Synthesis of the Control Laws for the Quadrotor

All tracking errors are written in the following form:

ei =

{
xi − xid, i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9;

xi − ẋ(i−1)d, i ∈ 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12.
(12)

All the functions of Lyapunov take the form

Vi =


1

2
e2
i , i ∈ {4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12};

Vi+1 +
1

2
limt−→∞ẽ

2
i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9},

(13)

where ei presents the temporal solution of the system. The steps of the order summary
will be shown for the subsystem{

ẋ7 = x10,

ẋ10 = a1x11x12 + b1U2.
(14)

Let the tracking error be defined by e7 = x7 − x7d. Its dynamics is described by ė7 =
x10 − ẋ7d. If we set e10 = x10 − ẋ7d, the system (14) becomes

ė7 = e10, ė10 = a1x11x12 − ẍ7d + b1U2. (15)

The synthesis is done in two steps.

9.1 The first step

We consider only the second equation of the system (15). Let the function of Lyapunov
be V10 = 1

2e
2
10. Its derivative is V̇10 = e10ė10. To make V̇10 negative definite, we can

choose the control

U2 = a10(x) =
1

b1
(−a1x11x12 − λ10e10 + ẍ7d)λ10 ≥ 0. (16)

We will have V̇10 = −λ10e
2
10 which is negative on R. This control will ensure the

convergence of e10 towards the origin.
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9.2 The second step

By replacing the control found in the previous step in the system (15), we get ė7 = e10 and
ė10 = −λ10e10. The temporal solution of this system is ẽ7(t) = − 1

λ10
e10(0)eλ10t+e7(0)+

1
λ10

e10(0), ẽ10(t) = e10(0)e−λ10t. We put e10(0) = e10 and e7(0) = e7. Let the function

of Lyapunov be V7 = V10 + 1
2 limt−→∞ẽ

2
7(t). So, V7 = 1

2 [e2
10 + (e7 + 1

λ10
e10)2]. If we put

U2 = a10(x) +w10, the derivative of V7 will be V̇7 = −λ10e
2
10 + [ e7λ10

+ ( 1
λ2
10

+ 1)e10]b1w10.

To make V̇7 negative, we can take

w10 = −λ7

b1
[
e7

λ10
+ (

1

λ2
10

+ 1)e10], λ7 ≥ 0. (17)

The control U2 becomes U2 = 1
b1

(−a1x11x12 − λ7

λ10
e7 − ( λ7

λ2
10

+ λ7 + λ10)e10 + ẍ7d.

This control will stabilize the system (14). The same steps are taken to determine
U1, U3, U4, Ux, Uy. The system controls with forwarding are given as follows:

U2 =
1

b1
(−a1x11x12 −

λ7

λ10
e7 − (

λ7

λ2
10

+ λ7 + λ10)e10 + ẍ7d,

U3 =
1

b2
(−a1x11x12 −

λ8

λ11
e8 − (

λ8

λ2
11

+ λ8 + λ11)e11 + ẍ8d,

U4 =
1

b3
(−a5x10x11 −

λ9

λ12
e9 − (

λ9

λ2
12

+ λ9 + λ12)e12 + ẍ9d,

U1 =
m

cx7cx8
(g − λ3

λ6
e3 − (

λ3

λ2
6

+ λ3 + λ6)e6 + ẍ3d,

Ux =
m

U1
(−λ1

λ4
e1 − (

λ1

λ2
4

+ λ1 + λ4)e4 + ẍ1d,

Uy =
m

U1
(−λ2

λ5
e2 − (

λ2

λ2
5

+ λ2 + λ5)e5 + ẍ2d,

(18)

with λi ≥ 0 for i ∈ [1,12].

10 The PID-Backstepping Controller

The PID regulator (proportional-integral-derivative) serves to reduce the error between
the measurement and the set point; it is used in most industrial processors thanks to its
simplicity and efficiency especially in linear systems. It is based on three operations [12]:
proportional action (P): in which a gain Kp is applied to the error, an integral action (I):
in which we integrate the error, and we multiply the result by a gain Ki, and a derivative
action (D): in which one derives the error, and one multiplies the result by a gain Kd.

The architecture of the cascade PID has been extended to the non-linear case by
separating the translation and rotation dynamics from the equations of motion. A linear
control is then applied to the dynamics of rotation and a nonlinear control has been
applied to the dynamics translation by the backstepping control.

11 Attitude and Altitude Control by PID:

The linear control by a PID is well adapted to the quasi-stationary flight, for which the
angles of inclination of the vehicle are small. This makes it possible to obtain a decoupled
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model in several SISO (Single Input Single Output) chains of the dynamics of the drone.

Let eφ = φd − φ, and U2 = Kpφeφ(t) +KIφ

∫ t
0
eφ(τ)dτ +KDφ

deφ(t)
dt .

The same applies to the pitch and yaw angle and altitude control
eθ = θd − θ,

U3 = Kpθeθ(t) +KIθ

∫ t

0

eθ(τ)dτ +KDθ
deθ(t)

dt
,

(19)

and 
e = Ψd −Ψ,

U4 = KpΨeΨ(t) +KIΨ

∫ t

0

eΨ(τ)dτ +KDΨ
deΨ(t)

dt
,

(20)

and 
e = zd − z,

U1 = Kpzez(t) +KIz

∫ t

0

ez(τ)dτ +KDz
dez(t)

dt
.

(21)

The parameters Kpx,KIx,KDx, respectively, define the proportional, integral and
derivative gains of the angles φ, θ,Ψ and altitude Z.

12 Control in Position with the Backstepping Controller

The backstepping represents a recursive method that allows to build a control law which
guarantees, at any time, the stability of the system. Writing states in pure parametric
form highlights the subsystems. For each of these parts, it is necessary to find, using a
Lyapunov function, a control which makes it possible to stabilize this subsystem [11].

To do this, the next state is considered as the new controller input (the virtual
control). The order of the subsystem is then increased and the previous development is
restarted. At the end, a control law is obtained [5].

13 The Steps of the Synthesis

The backstepping is, in fact, only the construction of the Lyapunov function as well as
the step-by-step control for a system that can be written in the form, called cascade, as
follows: 

ẋ1 = x2 + φ1(x1),

ẋ2 = x3 + φ2(x1, x2),

...

ẋn−1 = xn + φn−1(x1, x2, · · · , xn−1),

ẋn = u+ φn(x1, x2, · · · , xn),

y = x1,

(22)

where x ∈ Rn and u ∈ R.
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The aim is to find a law of control which ensures the continuation of a reference yd.
It is carried out in several stages. In our case, we applied the backstepping control to
stabilize the position of the quadrotor along the x and y axes, so we apply it to these two
subsystems in cascade [16]. We used backstepping control to stabilize the outer loop and
the PID to stabilize the inner loop. The steps of the synthesis are: The first subsystem
is given by the following equations:

ẋ1 = x4,

ẋ4 = Cx7 ∗ Sx8 ∗
U1

m
.

(23)

Consider e1 = xd − x1 as a tracking error of the x-axis, and its time derivative
ė1 = ẋd − ẋ1. The analysis of stability is treated by Lyapunov’s theorem considering a
positive definite function V (e1) and its negative semi-definite temporal derivative. Put
V1 = 1

2 (xd − x1)2 and V̇1 = (xd − x1)(ẋd − ẋ1) = (xd − x1)(ẋd − x4). To ensure stability
for this equation let us take x4 = φ4 = −λ(xd − x1) + ẋ1d. The desired new reference
will be the control variable for the preceding subsystem x4 = φ4.

The regulation error is e2 = φ4 − x4. Its derivative is ė2 = φ̇4 − ẋ4. The extended
Lyapunov function for this system is V4 = V1 + 1

2e
2
2, and

V4 =
1

2
(e2

1 + e2
2). (24)

Its derivative is : V̇4 = V̇1 + e2ė2 and

V̇4 = (xd − x1)(ẋd − ẋ1) + (φ4 − x4)(φ̇4 − ẋ4)

= (xd − x1)(ẋd − φ4) + (φ4 − x4 − φ̇4 − Cx7 ∗ Sx8 ∗
U1

m
)

(25)

and Cx7 ∗ Sx8 ∗ U1

m = −λ4(φ4 − x4) + (x1d − x1) + φ̇4 − x1 + x1d, in which θd = x∗8 =

arcsin[([−λ4(φ4− x4) + (xd− x1) + φ̇4− x1 + x1d] ∗m)/(Cx7 ∗U1)]. In the same way for
the subsystem 

ẋ2 = x5,

ẋ5 = −Sx8 ∗
U1

m
.

(26)

We end up with the control that stabilizes x5, which is φ5 = −λ2(x2d − x2) + ẋ2, and
φd = x∗7 = arcsin[(−m[−λ5(φ5 − x5) + φ̇5 − x2 + x2d])/(U1)].

14 Simulation Results

The parameters of the quadrotor are given as follows: mass (m = 0.650 Kg), moment
of inertia of the quadrotor compared to x (jx = 7.5e-3 Kg.m2), moment of inertia of
the quadrotor compared to y (jy = 7.5e-3 Kg.m2), moment of inertia of the quadrotor
compared to z (jz = 1.3e-2 Kg.m2), coefficient of lift (b = 3.13e-5 Ns2), coefficient
of drag (k = 7.5e-5 Nms2), moment of inertia of the rotor compared to z (jrz = 6e-5
Kg.m2), distance between the rotor and the center of gravity (d = 0.23 m).

In order to validate the robustness and disturbance resistance of the proposed controls
schemes for stabilizing the quadrotor at trajectory tracking, the simulation is conducted
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in MATLAB SIMULINK 2016, a programming environment on an Intel Core i5 - PC
running under Windows 10. Similarly, linear and aleatory disturbances are added to the
outputs of the quadrotor.

The two control techniques, the forwarding controller and the PID-backstepping hy-
brid controller, were implemented on a non-linear model of the quadcopter. Numerical
simulation was performed using MATLAB SIMULINK software. The resolution of the
systems of differential equations was made by the Runge-Kutta method of order 4 with
a simulation step t = 0.0001 sec, and a final time tf = 20 sec.

The control parameters of the PID controllers are tuned by the tune function of
SIMULINK.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The forwarding system response.

15 Disturbance Rejection with the Forwarding Control

We introduced a disturbance of the order of 10% on the outputs x, y, z and Ψ and the
results are given in the figures below. We note that this control was able to eliminate the
effect of the disturbance which confirms its robustness. The control parameters of the PID
controllers are tuned by the tune function of SIMULINK. The tuned parameters are given
as follows using a unit step response case: altitude : (KPz=132.3356, KIz=205.1444,
KDz=20.9622), roll : (KPφ =0.6054, KIφ=0.2834, KDφ =0.3175), pitch : (KPθ=0.6054,
KIθ=0.2834, KDθ=0.3175), yaw : (KPψ=24.1383, KIψ =113.0029, KDψ =1.2660.

The responses of the quadrotor to the PID control and backstepping are given in the
following figures. To test the robustness of this control, we introduced a disturbance of
the order of 10% of the input signal on the outputs x, y, z and Ψ from the 10th second,
we obtain the following response. In the comparative simulation, the quadrotor follows
a referenced trajectory of x, y, z and Φ and θ are equal to zero, which is shown in the
figures above. Linear and noise signals are applied at the 10th second. From the result,
the response of the forwarding is slightly faster than that of the PID-backstepping. As
the noise signal increases, the tracking error becomes bigger. Nevertheless, it is obvious
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Figure 4: Rejection of the disturbance applied at the moment of 30 sec.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: The system response with the PID-backstepping control.
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Figure 6: The system response with the PID-backstepping control with disturbances.

that the steady state error of forwarding is smaller than that of PID-backsteppig. In
conclusion, the forwarding has a strong ability of disturbance compensation.

16 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a control law of stabilization of the trajectory of a quadrotor
synthesized by the forwarding control based primarily on the development of the dynamic
model of the quadrotor, all this by taking into account the different forces and couples
that can influence the evolution of this drone and the development of non-holonomic
constraints of high order imposed on the movements of the system. These control laws
allowed the follow-up of the different desired trajectories expressed in terms of coordinates
of the center of mass of the system in spite of the complexity of the proposed model. The
forwarding control gave satisfactory results of the follow-up of the imposed trajectories
and the rejects of disturbances. The simulations show the good performance of the
proposed controller.

To ensure the robustness of the forwarding control we compared its performance
with another hybrid control that is based on the PID-backstepping control. Unlike the
forwarding control, the PID-backstepping control gives satisfactory results as long as we
are close to the operating point where the effect of disturbances on system responses is
studied by different simulations. The proposed approaches have proved their robustness
and efficiency in simulation for the stability of the position and attitude of the system.
Our perspectives are to test the effectiveness of these strategies on the real system.
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Figure 7: The system response with the forwarding control with variation of parameters.

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: The system response with the PID-backstepping control with variation of parameters.
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Figure 9: The system response with the forwarding control with aleatory disturbances.

 

Figure 10: The system response with the PID-backstepping control with aleatory disturbances.
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